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Thank you for the opporturinty to express our views.
Society of the Estonian Estonian Authors of Audiovisual Works (EAAL) is an authors’ collecting society
representing more than 200 Estonian film directors, script writers, cinematographers and film
designers.
We would like to outline the following aspects.
In order to create the harmonized framework for the use of the audiovisual works, there should be
an uniform soultion over EU granting the authors of the audiovisual works the fair remuneration for
the use of their works after the author has transferred her/his property rights to the producer.
Currently, the different remuneration patterns in conjunction with the national traeatment principle
may result the confusion about the author’s rights and the proper legal basis of use of the
audiovisual work.
Moreover, we feel that the uniform understanding of so called „blank tape levy“, compensation for
the private use, is essential. There should be the common understanding about the new electronical
data carriers and the respective compensation measures for the private copying to the authors.
Sincerely yours
Eero Johannes
Chairman of the board

Name: European Games Developer Federation Ekonomisk Förening (EGDF)
Interest Representative Register ID: 57235487137-80
Address: Katariinankatu 3, 00170 Helsinki, Finland

SUBJECT: EGDF Response on public consultation on the green paper of the European
commission, concerning preparing for a fully converged audiovisual world, gross,
creation and values.

Question 1: What are the factors that enable US companies to establish a successful
presence in the fragmented EU market despite language and cultural barriers, while
many EU companies struggle? What are the factors hindering EU companies?
The main factors behind the strong position of US companies in the European audiovisual markets
are by their nature historical. They relate to post world war considerations. Some years after the
Second World War Europe started to support film productions and introduce public TV, but they
never managed to interrupt the strong position of US companies. This development was mainly
connected with network effects that are properly and well described in the document. In a digital
networked environment, the role of government as trust holder of cultural diversity becomes even
more important, as network effects will only increase. Thus the role of government is to make sure
that a strong variety of content – in our case games – continue to reflect the cultural values and
traditions of the member states. A strong computer games industry is important in Europe because
game development is by its nature economic, cultural and technological at the same time.
Consequently, it promotes the cultural, psychological and economic perspectives of the creative
position and it is an innovation catalyst in the information society.
Our European culture environment is based on different languages and communication clusters and
this differentiation cannot be neglected. A good example is Switzerland. Switzerland has a common
legal system or fairly common legal system, but still French-speaking Switzerland and Germanspeaking Switzerland follow the release windows of the cinema movies of France or Germany.
Consequently, a legal reform could actually have only limited impact; it is recommended to look
into policy measures beyond regulation. In the games industry, transnational approaches are more
common than in the traditional film industry, even though games are part of the audiovisual sector.
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Therefore games could be seen as a model here. The EU could do a lot in supporting development
here.
One of the main challenges European game developer studios face while growing up is the lack of
venture capital funding compared with their US counterparts. The USA, and especially areas like
Silicon Valley, has their own unique venture capital ecosystem that cannot just be copied to
Europe, where investors are much less risk taking and have their unique cultural traditions. As the
quickly growing games industry in Finland demonstrates, Europe has to find its own model that is
based on both public funding and private investment. The Finnish Funding Agency for Technology
and Innovation (Tekes) funds the development of both technological and business innovations in
the area of audiovisual industries. When this funding is combined with national and European
funding for audiovisual content, Finnish developers have great opportunities take risks and produce
ground braking new and innovative content. Even in Finland only rarely private investors step in
before the companies have something concrete to demonstrate for them. Thus, in general, private
investment follows the public investment, not vice versa. Therefore both European and national
innovation funding agencies should secure that they can offer a large number of small grants (e.g.
100 000€) for innovative SME’s in the audiovisual sector.

Question 2: What are the factors affecting the availability of premium content? Are there
currently practices relating to premium content at wholesale level which affect market
access and sustainable business operations? If so, what is the impact on consumers? Is
there a need for regulatory intervention beyond the application of existing competition
rules?
At the moment, there are the following types of income streams: payment for premium games
(pay-per-download), payment for in-app purchases (microtransactions) and payment from
advertising. For the game development sector in Europe, in-app purchases, as a part of the so
called free-to-play business model, have become more and more relevant. Within this model,
games are not sold as products, but items within the games or players’ adventures are monetized
in a service like manner. Touching down directly to the end consumer has been important for the
success of European game developers during recent years. Large single payments have been
replaced by many small micro-payments, which have become complicated to administer as well.
In this context, it must be recognized that, based on the experience of European game developers,
the more different payment solutions and billing solutions they integrate into their games the more
money they can collect through in-app purchases. However, payment systems differ massively
from country to country. Mobile game developers can receive payments from the app stores of
platform owners, from aggregators from app stores operated by e-commerce platforms or app
stores operated by Mobile Network Operators. Furthermore, a wide variety of service providers
offer additional income streams to developers/publishers with in-game advertising. Mobile game
developers who are working with publishers receive money from the publishers, in accordance with
the publishing contract they have closed.
The recent market development has, however, seriously limited the access to European payment
options for European content. The mobile games market as a whole can be roughly divided into the
Smartphone/Tablet market and the feature phone market. In the Smartphone and tablet market
the payment solutions of Apple, Google and Facebook are dominating. Their systems provide
integrated solutions for all three payment types, but are limited to credit card billing and their own
internal voucher and coupon system. The rest of the market, mainly driven by handset
manufacturers and operators, offer a variety of payment systems including Premium SMS billing
and Operator billing. At the moment, every player in the value chain sets his own rules and
revenue shares although the 30% platform/ 70% developers/publisher seems to become the
industry standard.
Consequently, it is a more and more important question, which are the payment methods most of
the app stores are using. In practice this means that in addition to global credit card companies it
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is recommendable to allow access to other more European payment providers (e.g. operators,
mobile payments, NFC, vouchers). This might require both industry actions and, if they don’t work,
legislative actions. Billing, for example, could be a possibility for European telecommunication
operators to re-enter the value chain. But we must admit that the current closed ecosystems of
payment do have a better impact on payment methods from a developer’s point of view (e.g.
Apple). Therefore a loosening of the ecosystem should not be used to worsen the situation.
European publishers and developers are ready to share their experience, knowledge and thoughts
on how the current payment mechanics and related issues can be improved and bring forward
common recommendations for the large players, who are now dominating the industry, namely
Apple, Google and Facebook. The European developers need to be listened to when it comes to
related standards and payment solutions. In this context, we underline the necessity of having the
voice of the game development sector heard. This could be done via information and research
activities and the involvement of the relevant players in the discussion at an early stage. Ideally
European actors should be able to do billing for their content, not be forced to use Non-European
closed ecosystems for payments.
Especially one should look into the possibilities given by the new Single Euro Payments Area, SEPA.
The current version of the SEPA is a system that is now implemented all over Europe; it thus
seems to be the right time to get into contact with SEPA for the next round, especially concerning
enabling SEPA payments in mobile applications. Thus the key stakeholder groups in this area
should participate in SEPA governance forums and other similar European initiatives. Beyond SEPA,
billing systems need to be better tuned from the content producers’ point of view in order to make
Europe grow quickly and to overcome national differences within the common digital European
market. We underline here that the games industry can develop pioneering new systems, which
could also eventually lead into a broader European industry initiative.

Question 3: Are there obstacles which require regulatory action on access to platforms?
Although the Internet is an effective instrument for multifaceted growth, its openness makes it
vulnerable to manipulation. By controlling the flow of data, network operators potentially have the
ability promote their own content, to the detriment of others. This can distort the digital single
market for European SMEs. The preservation of network neutrality in Europe will help to ensure
continued technological and economic growth.
Thus the equal access to platforms is highly relevant. Net Neutrality is an important issue, because
small game developers need to be able to compete with large ones in a level playing field through
the same network. Therefore it is necessary, that regulation insures that the network operators
themselves do not throttle or cut content on their discretion. It is very much appreciated, that the
commission has recently launched activities to enforce net neutrality in Europe. This will stabilize
Europe and enforce its competitiveness.
Consequently, the EGDF appreciates the European Commission’s concern for the free and fair
access to the Internet and welcomes the recent regulatory proposals. In particular, the EGDF
applauds the stated objective of preserving the open and neutral character of the internet, as limits
to the functioning of this motor of economic, technological and cultural growth will have a negative
influence on the development of Europe as a modern, innovative and productive society.
The rise of the online content and the app-economy market has not only produced opportunities for
creative, quality driven content, it has also created opportunities for regulators. The challenge is to
prepare regulatory and technological solutions, which make Europe a winner of the rapid changes
of the digital age. On the other hand, policy must be carefully crafted not to destroy the cultural
achievements of digitalization by changing the rules too radically. The aim must be to keep
innovation and change possible in a world, where content networks reshape the face of the
Internet. The danger is real, that filtration and differentiation will have a significant impact on the
selection and distribution processes of content. Any policy affecting the Internet needs to be
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vigilant that it is not used as a vehicle for entrenched interests. Using various issues as effective
smokescreens (such as youth protection, the war on terror, online piracy or child pornography),
business oligopolies have been able to create regulations and initiatives that serve business
interests. It is imperative that such influences regarding the net neutrality debate are resisted.

Question 4: Do the current AVMSD requirements provide the best way to promote the
creation, distribution, availability and market appeal of European works?
The audiovisual media service directive needs to be adapted to the new distribution channels. In
this context, it needs to be discussed, whether the audiovisual media services directive could in the
future also be applied on games. Specifically online games and virtual worlds are in reality part of
the audiovisual sector. Therefore they should also be part of the standardization efforts as well as
the regulatory context. The borders between the audiovisual TV oriented parts and the audiovisual
sector which is presented by the games industry are blurring and will converge with the new
generation of game consoles in 2014 and smart TV systems.
The rapprochement of games and linear contents will bring a decisive boost for European content
production. This is naturally embedded in the technological development, which is a natural result
of the further development of the Internet (and the mobile space) as a common platform. With the
new opportunities provided by HTML5 in the cloud environment both communities are approaching
a common standard for the distribution of digital content. It is expected that this standard will be
operative in about a year’s time.
However, film producers and game developers see the opportunities of HTML5 from different
perspectives. So far the film and TV standardization processes have been mainly driven by
initiatives like HBBTV or IPTV, digital cinema projection and the new 3D standard. Now, however, it
is clear that the next standard for developing and distributing, the content is going to be HTML5
although there are still many open questions related to its upcoming development.
From the game development end, the focus of the standardization discussion is much more on
actual software programs, which become de facto standards, such as Flash or Unity utilizing many
existing solutions than on the standards themselves. Therefore the way game developers perceive
HTML5 is different than the way linear contents producers see it. Consequently, it is expected that
game developers will make HTML5 more than just a standard. It has to compete against existing
middleware solutions and therefore needs features, which align it to a certain degree to them.
The economic significance of the content layer, games and audio-visual, is increasingly relevant, as
other European actors are struggling to survive. From the carrier end, significant legacy players are
already merged and new actors appear. Obstacles are not only technological, but also related to
business models and regulation. As the result of the introduction of the cloud technology, the
network convergence will be completed. However the services offered in the cloud differ
significantly from the ones existing now and other, completely new, players will arrive in the field.
Today, cloud services are managed by companies like Amazon, Microsoft, Google or Apple. This
reality demonstrates how, as cloud becomes more relevant, Europe is once again losing out. None
of these companies existed 25 years ago. They are new and disruptive companies, offering new
kinds of innovations. It is not likely, that a similar development will happen with European legacy
companies.
Luckily for Europe, from a content producer perspective, the technical convergence will lead
eventually into a relative insignificance of the gateway and the display. The content will come from
the cloud and be accessible simultaneously by a large number of very different displays and
human-machine (or better human-cloud) interfaces. However, it is likely that non-European
conglomerates will try to exploit the technological fragmentation to secure the position of their
walled gardens in the value chain. Only if European actors in converging media value chain join
their forces now to boost the technological standards, we can secure that there will be nonfragmented digital single markets for converging media content in Europe.
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As the result of technological convergence, the cooperation between the game and linear contents
industries is only likely to increase in the near future. While some games (Heavy Rain, for example)
are becoming closer and closer to films and thus are starting to require both the artistic talents and
the expertise in running the huge multinational production from the film industry, some films are
starting to implement more game like production methods (e.g. Iron Sky).
In the digital media markets, content drives technology, not vice-versa. The everlasting dream of
game developers and film producers melting their content has been there almost forever. The
initial idea of converging media is that eventually interactive and linear entertainment will converge
and that new hybrid systems allow new types of media to come into existence.
In the past, there have been many attempts to make an accessory film to a game or an accessory
game to a film. Unfortunately, these attempts were often limited in quality. For a real convergent
content development, one needs to take different production cycles of the interactive and linear
content into consideration. Despite all efforts by producers, developers, publishers and distributors,
this scenario has, however, rarely taken place in the mass market. Often the quality of games,
which were produced alongside with films, is not at the level expected. And it has been similarly
difficult to produce decent quality movies based on a game. Furthermore, many actors in the
production communities ceased to believe in the convergence of production clusters and activities
because of different production methods and cycles.
At the moment, an increasing number of experimental and commercial trans-media productions
are emerging. These productions encompass linear and interactive elements. Now, when both the
interactive and linear content are starting to use the same cloud based technological solutions, the
same standard and the same mediums to distribute the content, the borders between them are
starting to blur. Consequently, European games and audio-visual industries need to take joint
actions to better understand, which different approaches to this new cloud-based development are
made possible by the new opportunities and how they could be explored to create digital growth
and jobs in Europe.
The interactive content is more oriented towards the interactive experience (e.g. gameplay) while
the linear content follows the tradition of the narrative. The cultural tradition of Europe is tightly
interwoven with narrative, linear structures. Even though the dialogue principle has also a long
tradition in the organization of thinking (see e.g. Plato) the usual rule of dramaturgy has been
established by Aristotle and did change only little ever since. The traditional European way of
telling a story concentrates on a linear storyline and thus the story driven way of organizing
thoughts is dominant in today’s Western World. The interactive principle as a new paradigm of
storytelling has been the subject of research manifold. Some say, that the way Asian cultures
communicate come closer to interactive communication than our European linear style. However,
its concrete implementations on the cloud based story telling are still open to be seen.
Consequently, in our opinion the complications above show that more deep revision is needed.
Question 5: How will convergence and changing consumer behaviour influence the
current system of content financing? How are different actors in the new value chain
contributing to financing?
As demonstrated by the development in the games industry, it is a possible scenario that the role
of distribution will reduce massively while production and distribution become more and more one
entity, directly facing the cloud service to bridge a gap to an end-consumer. This new model gives
new opportunities for content producers and IP owners to reach the end-consumer directly.
However it also requires massive additional know how, capital and human resources. The role of
legacy publishers/broadcaster is changing already and will continue to change. Functions of these
players will split up into different roles or even cease to exist. Other, new systems with new actors
are starting to emerge.
From a game production perspective service elements have become more and more important. For
the majority of European game developer SMEs as well as film and television companies, one of the
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most important results of this paradigm change is to finally get a direct access to the consumer
and therefore the point of sale by using the bridging cloud technology. However, appearing as a
one-size fit-all solution, this approach is problematic for some in the industry. Therefore it is
important, that any roadmap for the future does not become disconnected from the financial
realities regarding state funding, or excludes de facto the offline challenges in terms of distribution.
When it is comes to digital growth, specifically those creative industries are highly interesting,
which are digitally reproducible. Consequently, this concerns specifically creative industries related
to audio-visual media, such as games (interactive), film & TV (linear) and audio.
Cultural and creative industries consist of artistic, cultural, technological and scientific, design and
architecture activities that fall in both manufacturing and service sectors. They employ around 10
million people and have a turnover of nearly €800 billion. EU policy makers now recognise that the
creative and cultural industries (such as advertising, architecture, arts, crafts, design, fashion,
films, music, publishing, video games, TV and radio etc.)"3 run some of the most dynamic activities
in Europe. However, the term "cultural and creative industries" covers a wide range of segments,
many of which are significantly different from one another, also in terms of workflows and creative
processes involved. The high scalability of games and films allows the project of focus on
segments, which underline a potential growth upside scenario.
Furthermore, some components of this group (ICT industries, for example) are among the most
advanced technological sectors of the economy with very high levels of innovative activities.
Merged film and game industries exploiting these technological solutions cover an important keyturning point within the whole creative industries sector. However, although technology is enabling
this change, creativity is at the core of these activities and fundamental to their growing
importance in the modern knowledge based economy.
The strong SME orientation (e.g. “le régime de l’artisanat”) covers both, the game and the film
industry. The advantage of SME’s is to be more flexible and more used to get things done. That is
why they are at the forefront of innovation – specifically in the media business. Consequently, in
the field of converging media, tiny is big.
However, even though SME’s do carry the largest weight of innovation and the risk is mostly taken
by private entrepreneurs and individuals, It can be stated, that innovation funding from the EC
rarely arrives at these ends of the value chain. This is particularly true for the creative sector.
The use of different strategies by micro-SME’s is necessary small scale, highly dynamic and
requires risk taking. The structural characteristics of these micro-SME’s impose a requirement for
dynamic entrepreneurship skills, but do not seem to provide clear paths to the growth of these
SMEs. Smaller enterprises tend to adopt a more flexible and dynamic attitude, when responding to
market opportunities.
In the creativity sector, innovation and growth comes from SME’s. If successful, they grow quickly
also in Europe. The Finnish company Rovio, which created the game Angry Birds is one example of
this in the mobile space and the German company Bigpoint another one in the browser space. Only
the growth of SMEs will lead to substantial success in this area. Meanwhile Europe risks to lose out
once again, as it happened about 80 years ago, when feature film was sponsored (US Hollywood
cinema).
Culture and creative industries have become an important driver for jobs, growth and exports.
Creative industries are representing 4.5% of the total European GDP (3.8% of the workforce).
European industries, in particular small and medium enterprises, need to be more coordinative and
supported to increase production and innovation and to create a dynamic respond to the changing
market conditions. The media consumption of interactive works and linear works has stayed
separate so far. They have created separate clusters of production communities, which apply
different technologies, target different user groups, modes of consumption and modes of prefinancing. In an optimal situation, the communities learn from the best practice examples from
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each other. Already now the European communities of game developers and film producers are
partly overlapping.
In 2007, a consortium which was commissioned by the EC published a study on “Interactive
content and convergence: Implications for the Information Society”. Already then the study stated
that “the already the long awaited digital convergence is now truly coming of the age. European
broadband Internet and mobile networks now make it possible to broadcast, stream or download
digital content from a diversity of platforms to a variety of devices, often on an on demand,
interactive basis. (…) The new technological environment creates great opportunities for European
content providers and platform operators. Europe has shown an impressive area of new media
developments over the last 18 months in terms of supply as well as demand side. “The report
identified different issues, including technology and economic issues, of co-operation. Within the
five years after the report has been effectuated, many innovations have passed by on the technical
side: digital shift in production, online revolution on the content side, smartphones & tablets over
the cloud. If we look at the conclusions of the study today, we can easily state that although
creative industries have reached a certain degree of convergence the creative industries the film
and TV cluster on the one side and the interactive video game cluster on the other side as well as
the audio cluster have remained in the end separate. A better understanding of their respective
challenges would offer a profitable ground for more convergence in the digital environment.
Film producers start their production usually when they have already closed a distribution
agreement as a part of their project financing. As of today, the Internet and other online
distribution channels have not managed to contribute substantially in a similar way. The evolution,
however, seems to lead in a new direction fulfilling this gap (e.g. crowd funding). On the other side
games have changed their business models from models based on prepaid retail games to online
direct-to-consumer free-to-play business models based on virtual item sales. The latter are leading
the way especially on mobile and online platforms. This exploitation of new business models has
been disruptively changing the game industry during recent years.
Mass-market television has so far retained a part of the control over the linear distribution channels
on the film side. Specifically network based TV services have stood robustly in the market. This is
likely to be connected with specific TV-related standards. It is however to be expected that the
next generation of TVs, as well as the upcoming tabloid mobile phones, will allow enhanced
convergence between linear and nonlinear technology, in particular as far as hybrid content is
concerned. The upcoming cloud based solutions allow for the first time the imagination of concrete
and realistic implementation of these scenarios in the mass market.
The cloud offers opportunities to design new forms of integrated products combining linear and
non-linear elements. However, both communities are concerned that this convergence may be
hindered by prejudices on both sides. However, this means that for the first time film and game
developers have to also tackle with standardization issues related to it.
A number of challenges remain, in particular in respect to the specific business model attached to
hybrid content. Indeed opposite to some other creative content such as music or fashion,
developing a film story and/or gameplay requires a lot of investment that could be considered as
R&D. Game developers and film producers have developed different appropriate business models to
generate pre-financings and further revenue streams. Cloud environments offer opportunities to
respond to a certain layer of consumers’ expectation. It innovates in terms of content production as
well as a complement to other modes of distribution online and offline, for both the game and the
film industry.
Today, the media industry is successfully experimenting with specific cloud based content and
business models. This implement the creative process developed in game industry that has been
designed especially for digital content as a service, not as a retail product. This needs to be
reflected in the production methods as well as in the creation of content itself.
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Question 6: Is there a need for EU action to overcome actual or potential fragmentation
and ensure interoperability across borders? Is there a need to develop new or updated
standards in the market?
The HBB TV standard will most probably only has an intermediate role. Our vision is that the
HTML5 standard will become more relevant very soon and will embraces not only TV but also
gaming platforms. The HTML 5 standard is, from our perception, less proprietary and therefor more
likely to be successful. At times, HTML5 has been heralded by some as the general solution for all
platform and device fragmentation, while we have yet to see it even approaching the “write once,
run everywhere” potential for games in general. In practice, this should mean that developers need
to be much more engaged in browser development, to be active and vocal, ensuring that features
vital to their production actually make it into the latest browser versions.
Hypothetically, HTML5 could have clear mutual benefit for developers and end-users alike, but for
HTML5 games to have greater promise than that of Flash games, for example, some factors are
necessary. The most important may very well be improving discoverability, or how the
players/customers find the developers game/product. Another critical area is that of payment
transactions, or how the parties securely, conveniently, efficiently, and with minimum drain from
middlemen, exchange money.
That being said, HTML5 certainly has a place in games-like applications, such as advergames
(games used as commercial promotion vehicles, much like commercial TV ads), interactive training
applications, and a lot of other products that are to some extent part of the games industry. Not in
the sense that they are games, strictly, but in the sense that such products are a source of not
only revenue, but also of wider media and other industry relations for the individual game
development companies. When the aforementioned problems will be overcome (either by game
developer involvement or the slower process of passage of time) HTML5 will become a more viable
platform for all sorts of development and especially so in the mass-segregated market of games.
Overcoming the discoverability and payments processing gaps by setting up a general mobile
games-listing site that would become a global – or at the least European – leading authority, and
establishing trusted, easily implemented payments solutions, are obviously endeavors involving
special skills and several man-years. But this would be for an unclear benefit.

Question 11: Is there a need to adapt the definition of AVMS providers and / or the scope
of the AVMSD, in order to make those currently outside subject to part or all of the
obligations of the AVMSD or are there other ways to protect values? In which areas could
emphasis be given to self/co-regulation?
In the current version of AVMSD online games are not included. This is surprising, as online games
do take part of the audiovisual media landscape. The situation is tricky, but eventually online
games are a part of the audiovisual media sector and therefor also the audiovisual services
directive should be applicable. There is no reason why it should not be the case. The idea, that
business models are too diverse and financing systems are too different is not persistent.
Specifically, this is true for the fact that more and more business elements do converge in the
online space. The next round of the audiovisual media service directive therefor needs to
concentrate on in cooperating in interactive entertainment probably in the context.
Games are an integral part of the converged audiovisual world. Games have been acknowledged as
audiovisual cultural products by both the member states and the Union. Video games have been
digital from the beginning. As such, video game companies are the forerunners of a multitude of
innovative content, services and business models driving today’s digital economy. As acknowledged
by the European Union itself and many of its member states the game industry is an audiovisual
industry. In the near future it is likely that games become the leading audiovisual medium, while
films transform more and more to an ancillary medium. Games are rightly so exempt from talks on
the EU – US trade agreement as part of the audiovisual sector.
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Since at least 2006, the European Union has classified cultural industries as including film and
video, video games, broadcasting, music, book and press publishing. The European Commission
has acknowledged the rise of video games in contemporary culture in Europe, when it concluded
that certain video games are genuine forms of cultural expression and in many policy documents
addressing the European challenges in the audiovisual sector the Commission has systematically
included the so called multimedia (including interactive works) under the broad definition of
audiovisual works and acknowledged the fact that the development of video games and the
creation of audiovisual works are merging more and more. Also some member countries, like
Germany, Spain, France, Nordic countries and Netherlands, have decided that video games are
cultural products and thus eligible for public support. On the global level, the cultural nature of
some video games has been recognized by UNESCO. Their cultural value has also been
acknowledged by the major regions competing with European games industry like the USA,
Canada, Korea and Japan.

Question 12: What would be the impact of a change of the audiovisual regulatory
approach on the country of origin principle and therefore on the single market?
The Country of origin principal has been an important factor of stability in the European audiovisual
media landscape. As a given it should not be changed dramatically. It is however useful to think
about concrete steps in opening a digital European market and to complete the European digital
market as a title of the green paper has indicated. This can only be the case if there is a transEuropean licensing system which favors trans-European deals in the private economy. The games
industry in general has a more flexible approach to national cultures than film industry and other
more traditional analogue media industries do have. However, it needs to be said that there are
also in the games industry differences in cultural level, which need to be taken into a count.
Therefore it is quite dangerous to do too dramatic changes here and the country of origin principle
will probably persist for a while.
However, it has been challenged recently in the context of the tax environment. The double
taxation, as a political problem, has emerged from the fact that there have been two different
approaches on the taxation of micro-transactions within games. On the one hand, some member
states think of these in-game-transactions as an issue regarding the company distributing the
game. On the other hand, some member states consider it an issue concerning the end-user who
buys the virtual goods. There are examples of European national tax authorities taking positions on
this issue, such as Sweden, that have actually ruined game developer studios.
Double taxation is unacceptable within the common digital market. The new VAT regulation will be
implemented in the European Digital Single Market Area from the beginning of 2015 and EGDF is
currently discussing with Directorate General Taxation and Custom Union (DG TAXUD and other
stakeholders about the key methods tackling the issues related to the double taxation (e.g. Mini
One Stop Shop system a.k.a MOSS, system and auditing practices)). This very concrete
development is thus closely monitored by EGDF on the behalf of the European games industry. It is
especially important that the new rules are implemented in the same way in each Member State.

Question 13: Does increased convergence in the audio-visual landscape test the
relationship between the provisions of the AVMSD and the E-Commerce Directive in new
ways and in which areas? Could you provide practical examples of that?
The true convergence between interactive and linear media will lead to a number of important
changes in the market. The fundamental change in media consumption and audience expectation
creates new challenges for film- and television storytelling. This was realized in the trans-media
TV-Series ”The Spiral”. In September 2012, five one-hour episodes were simultaneously broadcast
in nine countries. This trans-European project combined traditional storytelling with innovative
gaming, online communities and true audience involvement.
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Another example of an ambitious trans-media project is revolving around the biggest train station
in Europe, the Gare du Nord in Paris. The project includes a feature film, an interactive website, a
documentary and a theatre play. The feature element of “Gare du Nord”, produced by Les Films
d’Ici’s Richard Copans in association with co-producer France 3 Cinema, has wrapped after an
eight-week shoot. Domestic and international distribution and sales are scheduled for release in the
first half of 2013. The website will go live a few weeks before the film is released in order to create
a buzz and the play will be performed at around the same time as the release. The documentary
will be screened shortly afterwards.
Further example for collaborative work between linear storytelling and interactive gaming is the
action-adventure psychological thriller video game created by French developer Quantic Dream,
Heavy Rain. The video game is a story driven dramatic thriller modeled after film noir, featuring
four protagonists involved in the mystery of the Origami Killer and a serial killer who uses extended
periods of rainfall to drown his victims. This technique will be further developed in Quantic Dreams’
current project.
The main thing uniting these projects is the fact that the business models behind them are
converging. Most of the innovative business models, services and content are developed by small
entities. The ground-breaking viral innovations happen in SME’s often lead by university dropouts
or citizens without formal higher education. Some of these companies become quickly highly
successful. Facebook and Twitter in the USA, or European game developers running a turnover of
dozens of millions like Supercell, Gameforge or Bigpoint started their business during last decade.
Consequently, a strong SME approach to innovation is crucial for the success of European
innovation policy. This can be found specifically in the creative sector.
Truly integrated business models however might pay a cultural price, as they might limit which
kind of audio-visual products can be produced in Europe. As political processes are usually slow to
respond to the rapid technological development, it is crucial that the best policy approaches are
mapped already when the new technologies are emerging. This is the only way to secure that, if
needed, policy makers are able to react in time to secure the future of the European cultural
diversity and heritage that forms the crucial base for European digital content industry to compete
in the global markets. Thus the time has come to see AVMSD and E-Commerce directive as one
entity, not two separate entities.

Question 15: Should the possibility of pre-defining choice through filtering mechanisms,
including in search facilities, be subject to public intervention at EU level?
The idea of predefining choice and filtering mechanisms is not supported by the European Games
Developer Federation. Filtering is seen mainly as a source of potential abuse if in the context of
anti-piracy campaigns or search.
The discussion on the future of the Internet presents a new challenge for Europe. The essential fact
remains that the Internet needs to remain open to all for innovation and business purposes.
Missteps here could lead to the smothering of the flame of online innovation (especially in the field
of online gaming) that has burned so brightly in Europe in recent years. Emerging European
industries live from the freedom of the Internet by focusing on online content and service. The
European single market is one of the greatest achievements of the EU, but easing up on net
neutrality would set back the integration of European virtual markets, as it would build virtual
borders through Europe based on national mobile and broadband networks.
The relaxation of net neutrality would have a ruinous effect on the free movement of knowledge
and virtual services in the EU, as network providers would effectively be able to determine which
kind of content consumers can access. For example, what happens when a network provider, who
owns a proprietary computer game, uses their network position to ensure that their own product
works better on their network than the games from other producers or networks? Of course, they
will give preference to their own applications and services. Moreover, network providers might start
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filtering content (e.g. online games, VoIP, video on demand services, etc.) in order to block or limit
access to services competing with their own. This would result in distorted market conditions,
reducing overall consumer welfare.
Europe has few big media companies (in the games development branch) and most are dependent
on free and open internet provision. For European game developers, the appearance of a tiered
internet system would be disastrous. It would allow in many ways the return of the worldwide
distribution oligopolies of the analogue era – mainly non-European. The free internet was the
historical chance for European content producers to overcome post-war distribution structures and
to touch down directly to the consumer. An absence of network neutrality would allow these
oligopolies to re-establish themselves and leverage their off-line position in the digital age.
Eventually, it comes down to whether or not we trust the network operators and especially the
telecommunications companies that they would carry European content when the oligopolies pay
more. The realistic answer is: “why should they?” The way in which the iPhone was been
introduced to the European markets provides insight on what might happen. Rather than allow
market forces to freely interact, Apple signed exclusivity agreements with formerly state owned
national European telecoms providers to the detriment of the „invisible hand‟. Thus, it is not only
network operators who stand to gain from a lack of neutrality; media oligopolies also have an
interest in inventing their own rules in the digital age. An alliance between these two forces could
be a potentially dangerous situation for the independent European media industry and game
development branch, which stand to suffer tremendously, as would the European consumer.
The network neutrality discussion is not about regulating the Internet; it is about ensuring that the
internet remains fair for companies, who wish to innovate online, and consumers, who wish to pay
for and receive unbiased internet access. This is the core of the discussion. Media companies are
asking themselves, “What is happening with the internet? We are not able to control this market
anymore!” It is these people who have an interest in leveraging their bottlenecks and their
distribution oligopolies from offline to online. Thus, it is not so much about money, it is more about
control. From out of nowhere, successful, independent developers are sprouting up and taking a
chunk of the market for themselves. It is these people who bring innovation to Europe and it is our
duty to support them. We should not cut them off by allowing the interests of the few to dominate
the interests of the rest.

Qustion 18: What regulatory instruments would be most appropriate to address the
rapidly changing advertising techniques? Is there more scope for self/co-regulation?

Advertising techniques do change quite radically. Advertising is today much more technology
oriented than it was ten years ago. This has to do with the internet and the possibilities to drive
campaigns through internet. These advantages need to be taken more serious by the European
media production community. Visibility and discoverability becomes more and more an issue.
Therefore it needs to be taken serious and it needs to be seen how a regulatory instrument could
back up European productions.
The success of the App Stores and the emergence of free-to-play games with virtual currency and
items are recent. Furthermore, with close to 200 new games launched each day on the App Store,
it is hard for consumers to find their way. Discoverability of games by consumers becomes an
important issue today, when 200 new games are launched on iOS only. Large companies with deep
pockets can use marketing and user-acquisition tools to boost the visibility of their games. Smaller
developers again might need publishers to help them reach their audiences.
Discoverability is a fundamental problem for game developers and the potential solutions are
changing very quickly. A solution working today will probably not work anymore in six months, due
to the disruptive changes that affect the market time and time again. It is thus not worthwhile, in
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our judgment, to propose anything at this time that has any lasting value, and serves as a
sustainable integral part of a roadmap.
Game developers have access to international markets. However, some game developers choose to
work with local distribution partners. Finding the right reliable partner in each market is a lot of
work and not many developers have the time and the money to investigate this. It can require
traveling to conferences, meeting partners, visiting them in their country, before a contract can be
signed. In countries where the app store is not the predominant route to market, such as in the
emerging markets (the Middle East, Africa, India, Brazil etc.) working with operators can be a
better solution.

Question 20: Are the current rules of the AVMSD appropriate to address the challenges of
protecting minors in a converging media world?

In the context of protection of minors it needs to be seen that the situation is quite difficult. On the
other hand film and TV are censored by different bodies. On the other hand within the gaming
industries there are censorship bodies outside of Germany and the rest of Europe. Specifically the
PEGI system is controlled by non-European (mainly retail) publishers and European producers of
computer games do play only a very minor role in the context. The PEGI system has now become a
business model for a few and has lost increasingly market shares over the last years. The
audiovisual media service directive, when it is including online and mobile games, could be a good
place to start this debate from scratch. That would be a very useful approach.
The history of the European regulation on the protection of minors systems within the computer
game industry can be traced back to the times when parents were upset about their children
playing games on PCs and consoles for too long and in an unregulated manner. The main motive of
their anger was lack of ability to understand and control the process. This had a lot to do with the
“generation conflict”, which had been emerging in the similar way in earlier generations with the
appearance of new media such as Rock’n Roll music or even earlier with the cinema. Selfregulation was first introduced in Germany with Unterhaltungssoftware Selbstkontrolle system
(USK) and later in other European countries with Pan European Game Information system (PEGI),
but rarely linked to governmental official interests. As a result, it was seen more as a purely
industry driven parental advice.
The boom of mobile gaming has blended the different protection of minor issues together. For
example, the existing issues regarding the protection of minor concerning mobile operators (SMS
payments and the like) are merging with the issues concerning the content of the mobile games. At
the moment, all relevant mobile platform holders such as iOS, Android and Blackberry do have
their own proper protection of minor systems, only Microsoft applies PEGI.
The protection of minors systems are usually based on different classification mechanisms. From
the European perspective, the challenge is that the European PEGI system is more burdensome
than the others, as it has five age rating categories instead of the four used by all others, hence its
being less attractive for developers. As the mobile platform holders have told the EU Commission
they will not change their systems, any additional European regulatory complication, e.g. using the
PEGI system as an additional measure, would become problematic and burdensome for European
mobile developers,

Question 26: Do you think that additional standardisation efforts are needed in this field?
We envision some chances to reform the PEGI system in a way that excludes – unlike today – the
interests of the overseas offline publishers, which have relatively little interest in the advancement
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of the European industry or the European parents and users. Consequently, the PEGI system has
become a business model of its own and is today controlled almost entirely by non-European retail
publishers and console manufacturers where the voice of European developers is of minor
relevance. It might be necessary to re-open the debate about censorship from a more European
angle. European mobile content creators themselves should thus be encouraged to self-regulatory
actions in the area of protection of minors.
In this context, it might be useful to develop technical standards on different ways of protecting
minors in the mobile environment (e.g. setting limits for the micro transactions, presenting
common age rating labels). On an API level, these standards would allow the implementation of a
common protection of minors system for all mobile platforms at its highest stage in development.
The research on making such cross-platform solutions for the protection of minors possible should
be done as soon as possible. These talks should be driven with the active support of the content
development community in Europe.

In Helsinki, on the 30th of September 2013
Malte Behrmann
Secretary General
www.egdf.eu / malte.behrmann@egdf.eu
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COMMENTS ON THE GREEN PAPER
PREPARING FOR A FULLY CONVERGED AUDIOVISUAL WORLD: GROWTH, CREATION
AND VALUES

ANSWER OF THE ENJEUX E-MÉDIAS ASSOCIATION
BY SOPHIE JEHEL, SENIOR LECTURER AT UNIVERSITY OF PARIS 8/CEMTI
30. 8. 2013

The Enjeux-E-médias association is devoted to media, information literacy and media quality,
particularly in regard to young people (http://www.enjeuxemedias.org/).
This answer is written by Sophie Jehel, a sociologist specialized both in the relationship
between youth and media and in media regulation. Sophie Jehel is a senior lecturer at the
University of Paris Saint-Denis (Paris 8), in France, as well as a researcher at CEMTI (Centre
for Media, Technologies and Internationalization Studies).1 She is co-director of the scientific
Committee of Enjeux E-médias.
This answer will focus on the questions involving regulation and fundamental values.
General remarks on the goals and methods proposed in the Green paper
The purpose of the green paper is to put the entirety of audiovisual regulation up for
discussion, for all devices on which audiovisual media services are available. To that end, it
puts forth goals and methods.
These goals and methods are not new, they can be found in the 2007 AVMSD directive and
in the various texts pertaining to medias, particularly the 2006 Recommendation on the
protection of minors and human dignity2.
The proposed goals are mainly of two kinds :

1

http://www2.univ-paris8.fr/cemti/spip.php?article117 ; mailto:sophie.jehel@univ-paris8.fr.
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Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 December
2006 on the protection of minors and human dignity and on the right of reply in relation to
the competitiveness of the European audiovisual and on-line information services industry.
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-

-

economic goals : since the Lisbon strategy, the European Union sees the ICT as a
potential source of economic growth. The green paper explores the economic
potential inherent to the development of media services and of European contents ;
political and ethical goals, related to the preservation of a liberal and democratic
system, and thus to the use of public liberties : pluralism, freedom of speech,
protection of minors, care of disabled persons, among others.

All these goals are important. However, the dominance of the economic goals is clearly
apparent from the outline of the paper, and is hinted at several times. Yet putting the
democratic and ethical goals last jeopardizes their pursuit. The joint pursuits of those two
kinds of objectives are by no means obviously balanced, and their conciliation cannot be
expected to happen on its own.
The proposed methods of regulation are also of two kinds :
- encouraging competition and the suppression of national barriers, especially legal
barriers, which is expected to create an homogeneous market, easier to conquer for
European private companies ;
- the primacy of self-regulation as a flexible means of regulation of medias as
corporations.
These methods can turn out to be contradictory. Self-regulation leads to ad hoc measures,
depending on the sector and the market share of companies, and does not necessarily
elevate the overall market requirements in terms of quality. While it may seem economical
as far as public funding is concerned, self-regulation can also lead to territorial distortions
and inequality increases.
The concept of self-regulation is also to be applied to the audience itself. For a vulnerable
audience (children and teens), this implies an overexposure to known risks which cannot be
tolerated.
The answer we propose will stress the necessity of co-regulation ; of control of the various
aspects of regulation by the public authorities ; and of the publication of the various reports,
in national languages and on official national websites as well as on EU websites3.
In order to truly consider what answers to give to the green paper, one must first question
the priority given to economic issues over social and democratic issues, as well as the
efficiency and the coherence of regulation when it is reduced to self-regulation alone.
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Bearing in mind the two reports on the « Evaluation of the implementation of the
networking principles for the EU ».
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Audiovisual production financing (questions 4 and 5)
Because of the audiovisual convergence, supporting European audiovisual production and
maintaining quality audiovisual media services requires that the production and recovery
obligations of general interest service (as public services) be extended to Internet operators
that propose audiovisual services, in particular to download platforms.

Impact on audiovisual convergence regulation (questions 10 to 19)
Main changes since 1997
Our answer will take the situation in France as a point of reference.
-

-

The development of Internet access : web access has become a basic fact for the
whole population (80 % of the French are Internet users).
The amount of connections between devices : 32 % of the population use a
smartphone to watch television or listen to the radio (from a 2012 Médiamétrie
study) ; smartphone users surf more on the Net (79 %) (2012 CREDOC study). 64 % of
French Internet users can use their television to connect to the web (2012 CSA/NPA
council study).
The development of social networks : 52 % of young people between 11 and 17 log
in every day on Facebook (IFOP survey 2013).
The download and social networking platforms belong mainly to North American
corporations. Youtube alone accounts for 50 % of all downloads in France.

As emphasized in the green paper, the development of the Internet does not curb the
appeal of television. Its use remains very high (3hrs 27 min per day, i.e. more than the time
spent both on computers and on the Net : 2hrs 16 min – INSEE- France, 2013).
In terms of reception, the worlds of the Internet, television, connected television (via
smartphone or not), and audiovisual media services available on all kinds of devices are
growing ever closer.
The consequence that can be drawn from this development of the web and the convergence
of various devices, in coherence with the democratic goals of this text, is that the
specificities of the legal regimes of the different audiovisual media services (on-demand or
not, as detailed in the AVMSD) on and off the web are no longer justified as far as
fundamental rights are concerned. That applies in particular to ethics; but it is also true for
protection of minors, fight against incitement to racial hatred and regulation of advertising
contents. If 80 % of the population surf the Internet, it is time for normalized regulation to
be applied to it, as it is applied on offline services, accordingly to the nature of the service.
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The merging of audiovisual media services on demand (« non - linear », as in the
AVSMD) and the web, the competition between both kinds of services, make the
difference in legal regimes between them highly artificial, particularly between audiovisual
media services on demand and download platforms, especially for professional contents.
New users digital rights : the current deregulation of download platforms has no
justification where citizens are concerned.

The convergence has shed an even brighter light than before on conflicts of norms and
values between the European Union and the United States of America, but also between
Europeans, on matters such as privacy, fighting against incitement to racial hatred, and
protection of minors.
It raises the question of public control of practices, both those of Europeans users and those
of Internet stakeholders regardless of their nationality, as long as they target an European
audience.
In the green paper (as in the current AVMSD directive), user control of on-demand
audiovisual media services is considered to be greater, which would justify weakened
regulations on those services compared to those on other audiovisual services : « (…) based
on the much higher degree of consumer control in on-demand services, justifying less
stringent regulation in certain areas.» (Green Paper 3.1, p. 11). The regime for download
platforms, which are not quite considered to be of the same nature as on-demand services,
is even less stringent, even thought some claim to practice «broadcasting».
Experience shows that this assumption is far from true. The freedom of using a remote
control is at least as significant as that of closing an internet window like a pop-up. From a
citizen's point of view, it is hard to understand the difference of legal regime where
fundamental rights are concerned (privacy, fight against incitement to racial hatred,
protection of minors). It is even harder to understand why the nature of the user's control
could justify it.
What has also changed since 1997 is that along with convergence and web development, a
better understanding of users habits and practices has been achieved. As the European
Commission remarks in its communication « European strategy for a better Internet for
children» (May 2012), the competence level of young users remains low :
« Very young children in particular do not know how to change their privacy settings
and do not understand the potential consequences of their actions » (p. 11).
They suffer from a « serious digital skills deficit » (p. 6) and from a lack of critical thinking
towards advertising messages.
The Commission worries that « online safety as a specific topic (…) is insufficiently
implemented with a lack of relevant online teaching resources » (p. 8), and states that « 80
% of parents believe that the improved availability and performance of parental control
tools would contribute to safer and more effective use of the Internet by their children » (p.
13), but that « most tools are only effective in English. » (p. 4).
4

EU Kids Online has also noticed that children (40 % of them) are exposed to numerous risks
online, in particular to adult contents, which can disturb them for a long time (24 % of
children between 9 and 16 in France).
As an example, data from the European Audiovisual Observatory show that half of online
video consumption in the UK comes from pornographic websites, across all ages4.
Therefore, weakening regulations on on-demand audiovisual media services (available via
computer) and on download platforms based on the control capabilities and choices of users
hardly seems to make sense, especially considering the implications on fundamental rights
(privacy, fight against incitement to racial hatred, minors protection) an advertising
regulation (explicit split between advertising and programs; privacy; personal data).
The difficulties inherent in parental control and protection of minors must rather lead to
more regulation on medias and more media education.
A media education oriented towards critical information, independently from media and
Internet operators must be reinforced both at the national and European level, but it will not
replace public regulation.
Role of public service operators.
The very large presence of European youth on North American social networks and on
download platforms raises problems in terms of private data protection, incitement to
hatred, but also of use of children's data for goals of viral marketing.
These services create places for the young to express themselves ; they ensure the
realization of an important part of youth rights, the right to express one's self. But the
conditions in which this right is achieved are incompatible with other fundamental rights of
E.U.
The private sector's failure to propose alternative platforms (especially for social networks)
should incite the public authorities to encourage audiovisual public services to meet this
need, according to the principles of public service (little or no advertising, no digital
tracking). Children must not be left to themselves in an entirely commercial world.
It is important for their development, because they need adapted and educative
environment (these platforms are aimed for more than 13 years old), and because these
platforms fail to convey the European values that are part of European citizenship.
The green paper should also be a reminder of the democratic role of audiovisual public
service, as a part of the European cultural exception.
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Since at least 1945, European countries have developed audiovisual public services to
address such issues. Extending this approach to the Internet can hardly be done on a
national scale; it calls for coordination and incentives on the European level.
Freedom of speech and media pluralism
Freedom of the press and media pluralism are fundamental principles of the European
citizenship and of participative democracy, as stated in article 11 of the Charter of
Fundamental Rights. In its January 2013 report (“A free and pluralistic media to sustain
democracy”), the High Level Group on Media Freedom and Pluralism put forth some very
constructive propositions. They could help consolidate democracy, media pluralism, and
information quality by reinforcing the deontology of press bodies through press councils.
These concern both written press and online or audiovisual information services.
The access to audiovisual public services on all the media services platforms in the
framework of universal service remains however an essential part of media pluralism; it
must be maintained and extended to all connected television systems.
Questions 20 to 25 Protection of minors
Contents ratings relative to age and risks run by minors.
One of the public requests is similar to one of the Commission's propositions from several
years ago: that of labelling contents on the web (European recommendation on the
protection of minors and human dignity in 1998, reiterated in 2006, and again in 2012 in its
communication Digital Agenda : New strategy for a safer Internet and better Internet
content for children and teenagers).
In 2007, Sophie Jehel conducted a study on more than 1000 preteens between 10 and 12
and more than 800 parents, on the use of contents ratings in television programs (French
symbols 10, 12, 16, 18) and video games (PEGI) 5.
The overwhelming majority of French parents (more than 90 %) value these ratings, both for
television programs and video games. The ratings provide beacons in a world that they are
not always familiar with. Preteens also find them very useful (particularly when they protect
the youngest children). The fact that parents heed them decreases children's exposure to
violent contents.
For on-demand audiovisual media services, as long as we deal with services broadcast under
the responsibility of television channels, ratings are used in France, under the supervision of
the CSA. But for other services (download), there is no content ratings (or not visible either
consistent).Yet, although ratings alone are not enough to ensure minors protection, they are
nonetheless indispensable – and requested by parents.
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Sophie Jehel Parents ou médias, qui éduque les préadolescents ? Enquête sur leurs
pratiques TV, jeux vidéo, Internet, radio, Toulouse, Erès, 2011.
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It is therefore time to make contents ratings compulsory, with simple, clearly-explained
criteria, so as to be truly useful for parents and adults who are responsible for children, as it
is the case for videogames with PEGI.
As for pornography and very violent contents, which are available on download platforms,
they should be locked and submitted to an obligatory ID control, as it is the case for content
broadcast on television in France and other countries.
On-demand audiovisual media services should respect broadcasting schedules, which have
proved efficient, as other audiovisual media services do.
Private data protection.
Commercial practices on the Internet as well as on Connected TV are widely aimed at the
storing of personal data. It is hard to understand why audiovisual regulation does not
mention it.
Of all the Internet-related issues, the problem of personal data and geolocalization, which
can be achieved from cell phones, is the one about which the most French are concerned (86
%, Credoc survey , 2012), and figures are even higher among young, educated, and
privileged people.
The right to oblivion, particularly for the young, must be advanced on all platforms.
Public regulation and co-regulation: need for public regulation and role of civil society
Media regulation must ultimately be a public regulation supervised by independent
administrative bodies.
Considering the magnitude of the task, especially concerning ratings, the choice could be
made to implement a first self-regulatory step, followed by a subsequent control by an
independent administrative body. Such a choice was made in France for television programs.
It is however crucial that associations representing public interest, such as family, consumers
and educational organizations be involved.
Discussions must be public, rules of conduct must be clear, and the public must be made
aware of the possibilities of complaints, which should be addressed publicly. Co-regulation,
involving companies, public authorities and civil society stakeholders from the fields of youth
and childhood is necessary.
The issue of rights, particularly where children are concerned, with regard to the Convention
on the Rights of the Child, must be addressed. The progressive stages of children
development must be taken into account (no awareness of the intent of an advertising
message before 7 years old, for example) to properly ensure the respect of children.
The issue of profiling, of personal data usage, of access to these data, and of their erasing is
central, especially for the most fragile part of the public. It must in particular lead to a
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strenghtening of all devices that allow the sensitive public and the accompanying adults to
escape the data storing used for targeted advertisement.
Filter systems control
Efficient filter systems must be made available in all European languages, which would
justify a public intervention on the national or European scale. The reliability of these tools
will require public oversight.
Questions 26 and 27
Accessibility for persons with disabilities
It is necessary to consider accessibility for disabled persons as a fundamental right and not
as an obstacle to commercial competition, and to promote it accordingly.

Contact
Enjeux-e-médias :
Christian
christian.gautellier@wanadoo.fr

Gautellier,

Contact Sophie Jehel : sophie.jehel@univ-paris8.fr
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Electronic Retailing Association Europe
RESPONSE TO THE GREEN PAPER
“PREPARING FOR A FULLY CONVERGED AUDIOVISUAL WORLD: GROWTH, CREATION AND
VALUES”

Introduction
The Electronic Retailing Association Europe welcomes the opportunity to comment on the green
paper of the European Commission “PREPARING FOR A FULLY CONVERGED AUDIOVISUALWORLD:
GROWTH, CREATION AND VALUES”. The Electronic Retailing Association ERA Europe shares the view
of the commission that the technical development of the audiovisual world requires a revision of the
existing legal framework.
Finally the coincidence of technical possibilities, existing technical infrastructure and a vast
distribution of the respective hardware, the long cited “convergence of screens” is not only at dawn
but already exists in a significant portion of the European Households.
We see therefore especially the need to create a fair level playing field between linear streamed TV
services and non linear services VoD and ecommerce services, that unknown to the customer fall
under different rules of regulation. As different regulation was in the past justified with different
situations of media consumption and media use, the consumer perspective is only aware of digital
images, moving or not on its main media devices, maybe even enhanced by a second screen. The
most evident example for an “absurd” regulatory situation is HbbTV. The linear streamed TV and any
signal being transmitted to the TV – set to the HbbTV-Application by OTT technologies falls under the
AVMS-Directice. If the application will require more digital input, received via IP, amending the
information already displayed on the screen, these later are e.g. governed by the e-commerce
directive. So the media use of the consumer or its awareness if he is in a media receiving or
demanding situation does not differ regarding the technical background, how the regulated data is
transported to the screen. Therefore it is hard to understand, why the regulatory regime can be
differentiating only due to technical media / data delivery.

About the Electronic Retailing Association Europe
ERA Europe is the only organization exclusively representing the interests of all Television-, Radio-,
Internet- Electronic Retailers and associated services in the European Markets.
ERA EUROPE is a not-for-profit organization, which was incorporated in Brussels, Belgium, in August
2004.
THE IDENTITY
ERA Europe is the trade association for companies involved in retailing products and services directly
to the consumer via audiovisual communication and content on television, internet and other
electronic media, according to a recognized code of ethics
THE MISSION STATEMENT
To grow the positive economic impact and size of the industry in Europe by increasing the confidence
of consumer in Electronic Retailing by protecting them through Self Regulated industry business
standards, while fostering a positive relationship between the industry , consumer and regulators
Currently ERA Europe represents the Interests of 71 European Members. The Turnover in 2012 only
in the four core market France, Germany, Italy and UK was 4 Billion €. 14.000 employees work in
these markets in the industry.

Table 1 : ERA Europe Territory and Members

The success of the Teleshopping Industry is based on consumer trust and sustainable business
practice between Teleshopping companies and the consumers. Already in 2007 ERA Europe

implemented a self regulation procedure, which is an obligatory requirement for membership in our
association.
The compliance with the consumer standards that the members have agreed upon and submitted
themselves are monitored by an independent Self Regulation Officer. In June 2012 ERA Europe has
introduced its self Regulation Consumer Program. Only members in good standing are entitled to
display the customer seal on their marketing material or websites.
Table 2 Customers Seal

The Teleshopping customers have the possibility to inform themselves about their rights and to
contact directly the independent self regulation for questions or complaints. Today the website exists
in three European languages. A French version will be rolled out until the end of 2013. In 2014
Spanish, Slovene, Polish, Rumanian, Bulgarian and other translations will follow.
Table 3 www.shopwithconfidence.eu

QUESTIONS FOR PUBLIC CONSULTATION:
Preliminary Remarks
As the questions being asked in the green paper of the EU - Commission cover broad aspects
of the overall Television world and business models we will only answers those questions
which have a specific influence or relation to the teleshopping Industry.
However the Teleshopping has a very unique position in the AVMS. Undisputed as
audiovisual media service it is part of the scope of this directive. That means that delivered
contents needs to be responsible to the extent of this directive and its special media
regulations but will on the other hand be protected against unfair, and discriminatory
practices as TV in general is with its eminent position and responsibility for society.

2.1. Market considerations
(1) What are the factors that enable US companies to establish a successful presence in
the fragmented EU market despite language and cultural barriers, while many EU
companies struggle? What are the factors hindering EU companies?
(2) What are the factors affecting the availability of premium content? Are there
currently practices relating to premium content at wholesale level which affect
market access and sustainable business operations? If so, what is the impact on
consumers? Is there a need for regulatory intervention beyond the application of
existing competition rules?

(3) Are there obstacles which require regulatory action on access to platforms?
As in the past, regulation should enable media variety to consumers, i.e. accessibility to platforms for
all offers. Access to distribution platforms is key to any business model to reach out to the consumer.
Therefore it is still crucial, to open the distribution infrastructure in all European markets also to
teleshopping offers.
In a perfect digitized world one could suspect, that due to various, parallel existing sources of digital
signals for the media showing devices, access to the final but important platform, which is the
viewers TV-screen should not be a problem.
With regards to new technologies, we do not only see the already known gate keepers in the
market, such as technical distribution enablers or platform operators such as the cable industry.

Beyond these known players, the hardware industry (TV Manufacturing-Industry) but also any
industry producing media devices such as e.g. Apple try to control the direct viewer/ media
consumer relationship by implementing proprietary software standards for their applications or
hardware. We see a development, that new gate keepers hinder a existing relationship on the TV
screen (maybe even protected by regulatory decision) if their way to the consumer for delivering the
digital signals is used.
Moreover, especially with regards to convergent screens access to platform is not helpful without
exposure. This is not only a question of a EPG line- up (15) but refers also to search engines. In the
US it is common practice that search engine companies act upon their own, non-transparent and non
communicated compliance rules. They exclude without prior communication content from their
website, bringing them to a non- existing status for the time “off” the search tool.
Our believe is, that access to platforms needs a different approach to the definition of “what is a
platform”. Anyone, by technical systems, software, market size with regards of a direct consumer
relationship, which is exclusive, due to technical setting of the consumer (who will not use alternative
media reception) should be submitted to platform regulation. Fair and transparent conditions for any
participant should be a minimum standard. European jurisdiction should be guaranteed.

2.2. Financing models
(4) Do the current AVMSD requirements provide the best way to promote the creation,
distribution, availability and market appeal of European works?
(5)
How will convergence and changing consumer behavior influence the current system
of content financing? How are different actors in the new value chain contributing to
financing?
Convergence opens many possibilities to new players, as the limitation or barriers of access to the
viewer vanish. However, eminent positioning of some channels regarding the eyeballs of the viewer
might even lead to a reduction not in the offered content, but in the variety of companies offering
this content. We see in many markets, that media oligopolies use their position regarding their
market share, to copy every specialized niche offer and to create within that niche their own
product. If variety of offers does not only refer to the content, but as we believe also to the variety
of the ones displaying these offers, it is crucial, that not only access but also exposure, listing and line
up take fair in a fair and transparent manner, safeguarding “the access” to the consumer for every
market player.

2.3. Interoperability of connected TV
(6)
Is there a need for EU action to overcome actual or potential fragmentation and
ensure interoperability across borders? Is there a need to develop new or updated standards
in the market?
Fragmentation hinders the development of new techniques, as it is in general too expensive for the
market players to invest in these (any) techniques to explore new business models.
Exception to this rule are dominant market players. With the reach of their devices it can be
reasonable to develop application to the platform, they have established on their devices. By
implementing proprietary software, it is evident, that they want to be sure, to have the control, on
who is on their platform under which (their) conditions. This development will then become
problematic, if these companies disable TV- standards such as HbbTV to only promote their platform
and to prevent others, using these standards from consumer access.
There is not only a need to develop, but also to defend these standards.

2.4. Infrastructure and spectrum
(7) How relevant are differences between individual platforms delivering content (e.g.
terrestrial and satellite broadcasting, wired broadband including cable, mobile broadband) in
terms of consumer experience and of public interest obligations?
The answer to this question can only be answered within each national context. i.e. especially the
maturity of TV-Reception respectively the Infrastructure of delivering TV-Signals to the Households.
As a general rule one could say, that with a limited amount of capacities offered, the more regulation
steps in. Problems can arise from our perspective, in those countries, where this form of distribution
is predominant in the market, either through market share or due to connection of a must
transportation of all programs in any other TV Infrastructure. Especially we see it very questionable,
that in those markets, not the total of the TV-landscape falling under the scope of this directive is
considered for transportation, meaning that in effect consumer does then not have access to all
these genres.
Further there are markets, where a certain (important) percentage of the market is controlled by
digital platforms. Exercising regulatory control on these platforms seems obligatory to ensure the
total TV-Spectrum and to avoid, at the very extend, vertical cartel lining up. Fair, non discriminatory
access to equal and transparent conditions should be ensured.
Finally, different platforms might not have neither the capacity to offer the total of all TV programs
nor all the standards (SD/HD) nor have interactive capacity. An overall regulatory approach to allow
hybrid delivery of signals to the TV-Set seems also from this perspective essential.

(8)
What frequency allocation and sharing models can facilitate development
opportunities for broadcasting, mobile broadband and other applications (such as
programme -making equipment) carried in the same frequency bands?
(9)
What specific research needs with regard to spectrum have to be addressed to
facilitate such development?
We believe, that any research with regards of more efficient spectrum use, would be more than
helpful, to open in ay topography and infrastructure a wider range of TV Offers to consumers.

3. VALUES
(10) Given convergence between media, is there evidence of market distortion caused by
the regulatory differentiation between linear and non-linear services? If yes, what would be
the best way to tackle these distortions while protecting the values underpinning the EU
regulatory framework for audiovisual media services?
(11) Is there a need to adapt the definition of AVMS providers and / or the scope of the
AVMSD, in order to make those currently outside subject to part or all of the obligations of
the AVMSD or are there other ways to protect values? In which areas could emphasis be
given to self/co-regulation?
Goal of the AVMS is to provide a certain type of special rules to TV and TV-Like services. The reason
to do so is the special responsibility awarded to TV-Channels, as being potentially more persuasive,
and even manipulative to public opinion due to the very special form of media consumption of these
media. The same content seen by a broad audience at the same amount of time.
Special regulation of this type of media was never questioned
accompanied by certain privileges and protection.

- a set of stricter rules was

We believe, that one should be very careful to abolish existing rules only due to new technologies
coming into existence. Only because new techniques are in place, that does not mean, the
perception of media has totally change or will, the consumer perspective was never driven by the
form or way how signals where brought to its TV-Set. So importance needs to be given to the degree,
that certain media consumption does still have the same impact on public or personal opinion.
On the other side, this evaluation needs to be balanced with the question, what could or must be an
added value to this content or program if it is regulated under special rules.

(12) What would be the impact of a change of the audiovisual regulatory approach on the
country of origin principle and therefore on the single market?
(13) Does increased convergence in the audio-visual landscape test the relationship
between the provisions of the AVMSD and the E-Commerce Directive in new ways and in
which areas? Could you provide practical examples of that?
For the Teleshopping industry, a common regulatory approach over all aspects of our consumer
relationship would be important. The production and distribution of TV-Shows might be under the
set of rules of one country, while data protection and consumer protection and any other special
regulation of any other European country might apply.

(14) What initiatives at European level could contribute to improve the level of media
literacy across Europe?
3.2. Media freedom and pluralism
(15) Should the possibility of pre-defining choice through filtering mechanisms, including
in search facilities, be subject to public intervention at EU level?

As already stated above (3) – (7) exposure or the possibility of exposure to the consumer eyeballs will
become more important than the accessibility itself.
We believe that in order to prevent abuse as seen in other markets, there should be the possibility of
sanctioning unfair and discriminatory behavior.

(16) What should be the scope of existing regulation on access (art. 6 Access Directive)
and universal service (art. 31 Universal Service Directive) in view of increasing convergence
of linear and non-linear services on common platforms? In a convergent broadcast/
broadband environment, are there specific needs to ensure the accessibility and the
convenience to find and enjoy 'general interest content'?
At the very extent, EU needs to see, if they want pursue with a system of different levels of
regulation. Given, that certain services, will still fall, for good reasons, under the scope of this
directive, the application of the stated articles will generally speaking continue to make sense.
However, as in a converged future access to households will not be the question, the goal of the
stated directives, to ensure that specific content will be in the potential awareness of the consumer
can only be achieved, if there is an amendment regarding the exposure or line up of the content

under the scope of this directive in what ever given listing or search function of that content in media
platforms.

3.3. Commercial communications
(17) Will the current rules of the AVMSD regarding commercial communications still be
appropriate when a converged experience progressively becomes reality? Could you provide
some concrete example?
As stated in recital 21, 22 only certain on demand services are included in the scope of this directive.
Generally speaking it does not apply to any product selling oriented web site. If convergence is there,
a split in regulatory regimes is reality. Most evident example would be websites for certain medical
products, allowed online but interdicted in the TV-world.
We do not see the necessity of time limitations to commercial communication.

(18) What regulatory instruments would be most appropriate to address the rapidly
changing advertising techniques? Is there more scope for self/co-regulation?
We have installed a mandatory self regulation program for our members to ensure sustainable
business practices with regards to data protection and consumer trust.

(19) Who should have the final say whether or not to accept commercial overlays or other
novel techniques on screen?
First of all, the consumer should be enabled to decide by any means, what should be displayed on his
screen.
However, today, other than on a computer screen (the image is used often in this context to explain
the setting), where the consumer has a certain “freedom of choice” on today ´s hybrid TV-Sets, the
viewer/user does not have the variety of potentially overlapping different contents on the screen. In
that extend a commercial overlay on the screen over a third parties content seems as an act of
piracy, if the entitled content owner on this very distribution path, has not given consent of using
this content for this “overlay” use.
E.g. a sports channel a has acquired the rights for a football game. No third party should be allowed
to do overlay commercials, unless they have acquired these rights by the original license owner. That

principle applies in the same way to teleshopping. No platform (in the widest sense) should be
allowed to allow or even sell overlay on the first parties program without the first parties given
consent.

3.4. Protection of minors
(20) Are the current rules of the AVMSD appropriate to address the challenges of
protecting minors in a converging media world?
Traditional Teleshopping retailers as we represent it, does not have any issue with minor protection.

(21) Although being increasingly available on devices and platforms used to access
content, take-up of parental control tools appears limited so far. Which mechanisms would
be desirable to make parents aware of such tools?
(22) What measures would be appropriate for the effective age verification of users of
online audiovisual content?
(23) Should the AVMSD be modified to address, in particular, content rating, content
classification and parental control across transmission channels?
(24) Should users be better informed and empowered as to where and how they can
comment or complain concerning different types of content? Are current complaints
handling mechanisms appropriate?
(25) Are the means by which complaints are handled (funding, regulatory or other means)
appropriate to provide adequate feedback following reports about harmful or illegal
content, in particular involving children? What should be the respective roles/
responsibilities of public authorities, NGO's and providers of products and services in making
sure that adequate feed-back is properly delivered to people reporting harmful or illegal
content and complaints?

3.5. Accessibility for persons with disabilities
(26)

Do you think that additional standardization efforts are needed in this field?

(27) What incentives could be offered to encourage investment in innovative services for
people with disabilities?

We believe , that the initiatives by the EU to insure the participation for everyone is an important
goal to pursue.
We do not really know, if these issues apply to our industry as it is within the nature of Teleshopping
content, not only to describe the products displayed on audio basis, but provide vast information on
the products in the “order Mask” displayed on the screen. Additional you find background over video
text or new techniques as interactive applications such as HbbTV.
However we believe, that the approach from the EU commission to find a balance between this very
important goal and the financial needs of the private sector , who will have to invest in expensive
new techniques, is a very good approach and should be perceived.

EDIMA response to the European Commission GREEN PAPER (COM (2013) Preparing for a
Fully Converged Audiovisual World: Growth, Creation and Values
2.1 Market considerations
1. What are the factors that enable US companies to establish a successful presence in the
fragmented EU market despite language and cultural barriers, while many EU companies struggle?
What are the factors hindering EU companies?
US Companies face the same challenges as their European counterparts when trying to establish and
develop services in the EU as they are subject to the same regulatory and legislative framework and
face similar market realities. The EU market remains significantly fragmented and any company,
regardless of their origin, wanting to offer services would need to overcome a number of factors.
These include among other things:
 territorial fragmentation of IP rights;
 high transaction costs (rights clearing, translation costs);
 the absence of legal digital alternatives in the first release window;
Any company wanting to establish outside of their home market are faced with additional market
related challenges, as a result of a potential lack of local knowledge and expertise and experience.
Identifying the relevant stakeholders, local consumer behaviour and tastes etc. are not always
apparent but a fundamental for any successful launch.
In our view, the main problem that the European video industry is facing in the EU is a lack of flexible
and coherent system allowing flexible use of copyright protected audiovisual content. The models of
use of copyright protected audiovisual content vary from Member State to Member State ehich
negatively impacts broad distribution of works. Unlike the European Union, the United States benefit
to a large extent from a genuine single market of 300 million consumers. It enables companies to be
able often to recoup production and distribution costs, achieve significant scale and build sufficient
know-how in just the US market, so as to afford them enough resources to invest and apply that
know-how in other markets. The US environment also benefits from a single regulatory environment,
embracing a deregulatory approach to online video, rather than a fragmented regulatory landscape,
some of which still seeks to impose aspects of legacy broadcast television regulation to online
distribution of video programming. Costs of business and acquiring new users fast is often critical to
establishing a start up as successful. In this sense, a fully integrated, consumer and business friendly
digital single market remains to be achieved. It may make sense for companies to achieve scale in
larger markets such as the US before launching across the EU. Spotify, for example, launched in the
United States in 2011, almost a year before launching in Germany (March 2012).
This points to the opportunity to achieve a genuine EU Single market and a deregulatory approach as
the route to enabling success in particular for European homegrown video providers. Any company in
this space still faces significant challenges operating in the EU however, which present them with
significant hurdles toward gaining critical mass outside of a national territory, such as conflict of laws,
experienced for example with the fragmented application of the country of origin principle. We
would urge policymakers to apply the Directive in such a way that Single Market provisions such as
the Country of Origin principle is properly and unifomrly respected throughout the Union, with no
undue barriers being erected.
Another important component of success for the sector as well as for consumers will be good
connectivity to the Internet. Deploying broadband Internet access throughout the EU is a
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precondition for users being able to make the most extensive and efficient use of online media
offerings. For this, we need a telecommunications framework that is fit for the digital age, robust
enough to foster a dynamic, competitive and innovative market, notably through wholesale and
retail open access safeguards: only a genuine dynamic of competition in the telecommunications
sector will provide sufficient incentives for market players to invest and deliver fast broadband
Internet access throughout Europe.
The assumption that EU companies struggle to establish a successful presence is perhaps more
attributable to perception than reality. There are countless examples of successful European
companies. DailyMotion, a user-generated content video sharing platform, is one of the most
popular websites in the word, with 116 million unique visitors a month (2012). Spotify and Deezer
are highly successful European music services. A UK newspaper, the Daily Mail, has one of the
largest online audiences in the world. Swedish film and TV streaming service Voddler is expanding
globally. Berlin based SoundCloud has 20 million users.
However, this assumption might become self-fulfilling should calls for increased regulation be
indiscriminately heeded. Convergence is likely to bring more competition, not less, and with it
disruption to businesses that were previously not competing with each other. It is important that
policies and regulation do not involuntarily favour established legacy business models against
innovation, if Europe is to continue developing as a center for innovation and Internet success.
Further, is probably that the US market offers innovators and start ups the ability to operate at scale
with lower barriers.
Conversely, companies already established successfully in large, integrated markets can often better
afford to overcome certain barriers. Several factors still contribute to continued fragmentation. One
is copyright licensing, which can be complex and burdensome, as well as territorial licensing, a
phenomenon which territorial release windows can increase. This increases barriers to entry into the
single market. It is particularly detrimental to companies such as start-ups but also affects
established players.

(2) What are the factors affecting the availability of premium content? Are there currently
practices relating to premium content at wholesale level which affect market access and
sustainable business operations? If so, what is the impact on consumers? Is there a need for
regulatory intervention beyond the application of existing competition rules?
Companies offering digital audiovisual content are faced with the main hurdle of holdback
obligations, or ‘first release windows’. The rules around chronology of media mean that availability of
content is restricted in Europe. Given that such rules vary from country to country, and that there is a
lack of harmonization in this area, digital services will need to pull content down from their platforms
at various moments in time. This obviously has a heavy impact on consumers. It limits offers and
availability of content for digital services. De-regulating, harmonising and softening rules in Europe
on media chronology could resolve these hurdles, and this would, in turn, benefit European
consumers.
The ability for citizens and consumers to access and enjoy the content of their choice without undue
hindrance remains a fundamental public policy aim. We do believe that there is any need for further
legislative or regulatory intervention in the current state of affairs concerning premium content.
However, it would have to be undertaken in a matter that keeps the market actors ‘honest’ and
resolutely encourages competition, innovation and generally the growth of the sector, without the
trappings of an automatic, ill-judged application of legacy legislation.
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(3) Are there obstacles which require regulatory action on access to platforms?
The market for online video and platforms generally exhibits a strong plurality of market players and
competition between them, on individual platforms and, more importantly between platforms.
Convergence will increase, rather than decrease competition.
But just as the use of the Internet as a media delivery channel has brought us more choice and
competition, it has inadvertently also effected new challenges. In the digital age, and especially when
it comes to information and content delivered over the Internet, unhindered access to online
platforms and services is a prerequisite. Because of the convergence between broadcast platforms,
online platforms and telecommunications operators in delivering IPTV and VoD, the role of various
actors with ‘gatekeeping’ roles in the AV Media and wider Internet value chain has become more
important.
Therefore the benefits of the open character of the Internet (net neutrality) should be protected,
particularly as cable TV networks and new managed services1 continue to develop in parallel and on
top of the Internet.
We recognise that on the one hand, network operators should be able to innovate and offer BOTH
unrestricted Internet access AND other services such as IPTV or Video on Demand, or other valueadded offers (‘managed services’), for example guaranteed quality of delivery for gaming or video
applications. They should also be able to experiment with tiered pricing, where users pay for how
much Internet access volume they consume and at which speeds (not for what, in content terms,
users consume or produce).
But on the other hand, operators should not be able to unduly favour their own content, applications
and services, or the content, applications and services of third parties with whom they have
negotiated arrangements, while discriminating against third party unaffiliated content, applications
and services. When users buy ‘Internet access’, users themselves should decide how they use it.
Network operators should not be able to choose what content, applications and services users can
access and distribute, or pick who succeeds or fails in the markets for Internet content, services and
applications.
Media pluralism and cultural diversity are at risk in a world of several possible clustered, closed
subsets of the Internet, where content can be accessed only if included in a commercial deal
between the operator and a particular content provider. The global wealth of knowledge and
content available would be directly affected by threats to net neutrality and the open character of
the Internet.
The European Commission should unambiguously address the issue without delay, with the adoption
and protection of a very clear principle of open and non-discriminatory access to the Internet across
the EU, in furtherance of the principles contained in the revised Electronic Communications

1

Managed services, which can include the provision of VoD or IPTV, are services providing access to content,
services or applications through electronic means, marketed by a network operator which guarantees certain
specific features thanks to the processes it uses on the network it operates. Some of the classic features include
reliability guarantees, minimal latency, jitter (variation in time between packets), guaranteed bandwidth, security
level, etc. According to the above definition derived from BEREC, providing users with access to the Internet
does therefore not constitute a managed service, and managed services are separate from Internet access, even if
they make use of the Internet Protocol.
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Framework. These rules should also state clearly which traffic management and commercial practices
are unacceptable.
Additionally, the development of managed service platforms should be balanced with the need to
foster the availability, quality, and affordability of Internet access, both fixed and mobile, and the
development of, and investment in, the Internet access service. End-users and online service
providers should have the freedom to choose among the types of services most appropriate to them,
whether they be Internet access service, managed services, or both. These principles should ensure
that:
1. Network operators should be allowed to offer managed services, on top of Internet access service,
provided that the development of such offerings is not to the detriment of Internet access, or its
performance, affordability, or quality.
2. Take-up by end-users or by content and application providers (CAPs) of commercial offers to
support managed services should be on a voluntary and non-discriminatory basis.
Without these safeguards in place, there is a real risk that the problem already widely experienced
with VoIP and P2P will persist and its expansion to other, crucial online services such as video and the
cloud will be legitimised, to the detriment of plurality and the free flow of information.

2.2.

Financing models

(4) Do the current AVMSD requirements provide the best way to promote the creation,
distribution, availability and market appeal of European works?
(5) How will convergence and changing consumer behaviour influence the current system of
content financing? How are different actors in the new value chain contributing to financing?
As mentioned above, the advent of online content platforms has opened the door to unprecedented
levels of creation – just think of the sheer amount of user created content, from film and music to
blogs, which the Internet has enabled. But also and crucially, online platforms provide user-friendly
devices and interfaces which facilitate and encourage consumer consumption of media and thus
provide further avenues for monetising content. The same is true for the interactive abilities offered
by Internet-connected media platforms, which can lead to monetisation (eg online games or extra
content available as premium subscription, supplementing a TV programme).
There are also increasingly numerous examples of online platforms, such as Xbox or Netflix to cite
just two, who are getting into content production, thus adding to diversity and sources of content
financing.
The aim of promoting European works is significantly bolstered by the dramatic rise of digital
creation and distribution. Preserving and nurturing this digital potential in a sustainable and
culturally diverse way are key to maintaining Europe’s leading role in this area. It is important that
policies remain neutral as to business models, and do not, directly or indirectly, privilege legacy
business models over innovative ones.
Digital is driving sustainable growth in the creative sector: Despite obstacles such as complex and
cumbersome licensing requirements, digital media is already driving growth in the creativity sector to
a large extent. From 2001 to 2011, all growth in the creative sector has been digital (30bn Euros)
(Booz & Co 2013). In the music sector, the value of the digital music market from 2004 to 2010 has
increased by more than 1000% (IFPI, 2011) and 2012 marked an estimated 8.5 to 9 percent increase
in digital revenues (Strategy Analytics 2012; IFPI, 2013a). According to PwC (2012), global spending
on digital music will surpass psychical distribution in 2015, as is already the case for the UK, the US,
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Sweden and South Korea (BPI, 2013). iTunes reached the milestone of 25 billion songs sold in 2012.
This demonstrates that, contrary to some claims, the Internet has not diminished the appetite for
paid content. Between 2001 and 2011, consumer spending on content in Europe increased by 25%
(Booz&Co, 2013).
Markets are dynamic and evolving: Far from being static, the music market is constantly evolving
and innovating. New and innovative streaming music services such as Spotify or Deezer have boomed
over the past few years. Content partners on YouTube have seen 50% increases in their revenues for
the fourth year in a row. Global streaming revenues were expected to increase 40 percent in 2012,
up to $1.1 billion (IFPI, 2013b). Social media are also fuelling discovery of creative content. In the US,
40% of teenagers discover and catch up on latest hits on YouTube, and up to up to 70% of consumers
have listened to music based primarily on what a friend posted on a social networking site (Penn
Schoen Berland/Hollywood Reporter, March 2012). 62.6 million songs have been played 22 billion
times through timeline apps on Facebook - about 210,000 years worth of music.
Digital is driving an explosion in cultural diversity: digital technology reduces production and
distribution costs for content2, as well as allowing producers of content to reach global audiences
almost instantly. This is fuelling the production of more creative content than ever before. The
number of books published in Europe has grown by close to 80% between 1995 and 2011 (UNESCO).
Between 2005 and 2009, the number of films produced in a year in Europe rose from 890 to just
under 1150 (Maznik 2012). The annual release of new music albums has increased significantly since
2000 and (Oberholzer-Gee, Strumpf, 2009; Waldfogel, 2012). While these figures are rising, they do
not take into account the considerable growth in content created online - including UGC: on
YouTube, a hundred hours of video are uploaded every minute.
This boom in the production of creative content is driving cultural diversity as the role of traditional
bottlenecks reduces (e.g. from physical shelf space to radio airplay). On online services, consumers
can access a wider choice of music or books than ever before. iTunes allows consumers to access
over 26,000,000 songs. The number of releases by independent labels in the US now exceeds
releases by major labels by a factor of two. There are more artists achieving success: the number of
different artists per year featuring in the Billboard Top 200 has increased from about 600 in 1999 to a
1000 artists in 2010, a 67% increase (Waldfogel, 2012). Further, consumers are also becoming
creators of content as well as engaging meaningfully with existing content – through user generated
content. WIPO now recognizes Wikipedia edits and YouTube uploads as a measure of creativity
(WIPO Global Innovation Index).
Consumers are in the driving seat: Digital services allow consumers to discover and access creative
content anytime, anywhere, increasing choice, access and opportunities. Increasingly, consumers
engage with cultural content, fueling the creation of UGC. About eight in ten Europeans consumed
UGC or participated in a social network during the past 12 months; about three in ten uploaded a
video or personal picture online; and nearly two in ten were editing or managing a blog or website
(BCG, 2013). As a result, 40 to 60% of the perceived value that consumers get from media is derived
from online media. In a growing number of media categories and countries, the “consumer surplus”
from online media now exceeds that from offline. Several factors help understand why consumers
value the internet so highly. It provides them with increased access opportunities. Europeans are
consuming more (and higher-quality) media through an expanding variety of connected devices,
including smartphones, tablets, e-readers, and Internet-enabled TVs. It provides consumers with
2

E.g. in the music sector, around 66% of revenues from a digital download now go to the artist and label,
compared to around 32% for a CD sale (Booz & Co, 2012).
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increased choice and diversity - 62% of consumers go online to find unique content that they do not
find elsewhere, and two thirds or more of consumers value the diversity of information and opinion
they find online (BCG, 2013).
In our view, the gradual approach to regulation adopted in the AVMSD, which enables the growth
and innovation in online, non linear offerings thanks to a more lightly regulated regime, was an
important factor in enabling these positive developments.
Any improvements in this area would again likely come from reinforcing the single market. The
current strict rules covering European works obligations in the online video marketplace (which is
really a global marketplace, adding to the rules’ inadequacy) in fact tend to impede rather than
support the production, dissemination and availability of content.
The most unfortunate impact of these European works obligations is that they represent a
disincentive to make content available: the more such regulations there are in a geography, the less
likely a platform is going to be able or willing to base or offer services there. So rather than
encouraging the creation, dissemination and availability of local content, these rules push away the
very providers who would otherwise have introduced new distribution channels into the country,
and thus a new revenue source for content creation and new avenues for consumers to access that
content.
Ensuring a truly competitive and innovative marketplace, free of abuses of ‘gateway’ positions, will
serve consumers and contribute to financing of content far better and more sustainably than any
burdensome rule.

2.3.

Interoperability of connected TV

(6) Is there a need for EU action to overcome actual or potential fragmentation and ensure
interoperability across borders? Is there a need to develop new or updated standards in the
market?
Fragmentation in the form of product and service differentiation is the result of innovation and
competition and actually benefits consumers. Services and equipment can be differentiated at many
levels - by the type of content protection technology used, the varying bandwidths available from
different transmission systems and devices; the different navigation menus and additional features,
etc.
The best solution when it comes to interoperability as such is for standards bodies to handle any
genuine need, rather than a prescriptive, inflexible regulatory approach. Industry has demonstrated
the validity of the paradigm of favouring voluntary and market-driven standards towards the
converged audiovisual world. The basic standards enablers are in place today. Voluntary marketdriven standardization will likely continue to best cater for technological and consumption evolution.

2.4.

Infrastructure and spectrum

(7) How relevant are differences between individual platforms delivering content (e.g. terrestrial
and satellite broadcasting, wired broadband including cable, mobile broadband) in terms of
consumer experience and of public interest obligations?
In terms of consumer expertience and consumer viewing patterns, linear broadcasting continues to
elicit strong consumer interest.
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One key aspect of online offerings is that there is tremendously more user control in online
platforms, thus requiring fewer obligations than traditional TV broadcasting. As noted in section 3.1
of this Green Paper “the AVMSD makes a distinction between linear (television broadcasts) and nonlinear (on-demand3) services, based on the much higher degree of consumer control in on-demand
services, justifying less stringent regulation in certain areas.”This observation is still valid as it was in
recent years and in the most recent iteration of AVMS Directive, perhaps even more so now that
audiences are well used to dealing with (and personalising, filtering, and controlling) online platforms
and content.
Another important consideration regarding consumer experience is that programming is expanding
to take advantage of second and third screens. These second and third screens receive their material
across WiFi and 3G/4G services. It is therefore important to ensure that spectrum is made available
to deliver these supplementary services.
(8) What frequency allocation and sharing models can facilitate development opportunities for
broadcasting, mobile broadband and other applications (such as programme-making equipment)
carried in the same frequency bands?
We strongly encourage making more spectrum availalble for wireless access to the Internet,
including dynamically and on unlicensed basis,, and having a corrdinated effort across all of the EU to
making spectrum available accordingly. This will be crucial to accommodate the increasing usage of;
second and third screens watching TV programming, new programme making equipment, and new in
home M2M applications,
It will also be necessary to increase spectrum re-use – using smaller cells/hotspots and dynamic
spectrum sharing. Dynamic spectrum sharing technology permits a more sophisticated approach to
sharing: facilitating licence-exempt access whilst allowing regulators to retain the flexibility to adapt
to changes in market demand. For example, industry has developed a standard to deliver
complementary connectivity over the vacant channels in the broadcast television spectrum. We
encourage the Commission to embrace this potential fully, by proceeding, as quickly as possible, to
harmonise the enabling regulations across Europe.

3. Values
3.1 Regulatory framework
(10) Given convergence between media, is there evidence of market distortion caused by the
regulatory differentiation between linear and non-linear services? If yes, what would be the best
way to tackle these distortions while protecting the values underpinning the EU regulatory
framework for audiovisual media services?
There is little evidence of market distortion caused by the differentiation between linear and nonlinear services. Producers of linear services may also provide non-linear services. They are often in a
good position to do so, insofar as their existing structure allows to scale their linear activities into
online markets, and as their reputations and brands are considerable, including online. The rationale
3

AVMSD Article 1.1.g: "on-demand audiovisual media service" (i.e. a non-linear audiovisual media service)
means an audiovisual media service provided by a media service provider for the viewing of programmes at the
moment chosen by the user and at his individual request on the basis of a catalogue of programmes selected by
the media service provider.
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for distinguishing linear and non-linear experiences remains valid, as users have control in accessing
on-demand content.
While there is no question that content and communications are converging, it would be premature
to regulate such content and communications further through extending traditional broadcast TV
rules to the online sphere with a broad brush, as is sometimes suggested. Distinct regulation
between linear and non-linear content remains appropriate for the foreseeable future, both because
the two are complementary and because they do not benefit from the same popularity or audience,
access or infrastructure, and do not entail the same consumer expectations. Convergence might raise
the question of previously separate markets becoming close and more competitive, as for instance
news publishers as well as broadcasters publish audiovisual content online, but these issues are not
related to the regulatory framework under the AVMS Directive. The current AVMS framework
remains therefore largely appropriate, and in particular provides welcome new opportunities for
traditional broadcasters to diversify and innovate in their offerings.

(11) Is there a need to adapt the definition of AVMS providers and / or the scope of the AVMSD, in
order to make those currently outside subject to part or all of the obligations of the AVMSD or are
there other ways to protect values? In which areas could emphasis be given to self/co-regulation?
The Audiovisual Media Services Directive, including its scope and definitions, is still appropriate in its
current form. It has been largely successful, both in delivering a dynamic and innovative market, and
in delivering societal benefits. In particular we do not believe that any further online content
regulation is warranted at this time.
The overall success of the AVMSD stems largely from the strategic policy and graduated regulatory
approach followed in devising the current version of the Directive whereby the rules for audiovisual
media services have to be as concise as necessary and as flexible as possible and Member States are
encouraged to use of self- and/or co-regulatory measures.
The online video services market has not yet matured, but it is flourishing because, so far, regulators
have largely left it to the market to respond to consumer demand while determining a fair and
appropriate overall market framework for all players involved. Today’s fast-evolving technological
landscape reflects sustained innovation and investment which resulted in a decade of unprecedented
expansion of consumer choice. With it, there has been significant evolution in how consumers
consume content – generally in a much more active manner - and in how much citizens can access
news and information – from a wide plurality of sources, locally as well as internationally, tailored to
their interests and needs, etc. in ways which other mediums than the Internet could simply not
afford or enable.
Further, many traditional broadcasters have developed successful online services thanks to the
enabling nature of the current framework, such as BBC iPlayer to take just one of many examples.
These innovations sometimes come with the added benefit of advertising revenues and other
content monetisation opportunities: in the case of public service broadcasters, this is a new and
welcome source of funding for public service.
Furthermore, online video services afford consumers with greater control over how and when they
receive video programming. Whereas traditional services acted as passive conduits of preselected
content, online services are user-centric, allowing consumers to time and place-shift content to
accommodate their own schedules, identify programming that better serves local and personal
interests, and utilize a variety of parental controls and other tools to filter unwanted content.
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It is also difficult to imagine how extension of the AVMS framework concerning traditional
broadcasting to online services would be effectively enforced in an environment with thousands of
content providers within and outside the EU. Even if EU-resident providers could be identified for
jurisdictional purposes, the ubiquity of access to foreign services would unfairly disadvantage
domestic players, thereby reducing competition from entities that have the greatest local interest as
compared to their non-European counterparts.
In light of these observations, in our view view no case of systemic market failure or social detriment
has been established as to warrant substantial, new regulation of this market or the expansion of its
scope and definitions. Mainstreaming into such a framework a set of legacy rules based on outdated
market structures and correspondingly outdated policy prescriptions would merely stifle innovation
to the detriment of consumers.
In the online environment, consumers enjoy an abundance of providers and programming choices
beyond just “regular” television – on-demand films and programmes, interactive programming and
user-generated content – which are available through any number of IP-enabled devices, such as
connected TVs, game consoles, smartphones and tablets. Regulations intended to address the
limited number of mass-market broadcasting platforms are not as relevant in an online environment
in which consumers can seek a variety of content from many different sources.
On the contrary, rather than suggesting an extension of legacy rules, a strategic policy approach
should be taken to ensure that regulation is fit for purpose – fit for the ‘digital age’. It requires that
policymakers be ready to revisit public policy and safety goals, challenge existing regulations, and the
premise for them, to determine if they remain appropriate and justified.
(12)
What would be the impact of a change of the audiovisual regulatory approach on the
country of origin principle and therefore on the single market?
We need a harmonised approach and a genuine Audiovisual Media ‘single market’, with easy crossborder / multi-territorial provision of content, away from the fragmentation that is still experienced
today, which deprives consumers and citizens of choice and access to information.
We would argue that the country of origin principle, with its one stop regulatory approach to the free
movement of services across the EU, is one of the greatest achievements of the AVMS Directive. It
needs to be reinforced. The EU requires a better, more consistent application of the country of origin
principle, and removal of fragmented rules.

(13)
Does increased convergence in the audio-visual landscape test the relationship between
the provisions of the AVMSD and the E-Commerce Directive in new ways and in which areas?
Could you provide practical examples of that?
The relationship between the AVMS and E-commerce directives is clear and does not give rise to
tensions. The AVMS Directive applies to the content layer, i.e. those parties taking responsibility for
content. It does not regulate other actors in the distribution of content, be they network
infrastructure, application infrastructure (i.e. operating systems) or intermediaries. Intermediaries,
under the E-commerce directive, are covered by a specific liability regime.
The notion of ‘editorial’ responsibility is accordingly fully consistent and coherent with the role and
scope of the AVMS directive, and should be maintained.
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Similarly, the country of origin principle articulated under AVMS is fundamental to the free flow of
information across the single market. Changing this principle, or otherwise altering it, would harm
the single market as well as reduce the availability of content to EU consumers.
Self-regulation and co-regulation may of course play a role in safeguarding certain values, as these
provide more flexible responses in an evolving environment. There are other means of safeguarding
values, as for instance user groups and communities can play an important role for instance in the
context of user generated content on social networks, blogs or video-sharing sites.
Because of the very nature of online services, they can straddle across various sectors. The Internet is
characterised by a separation between network and application layers: rather than vertically
integrated providers producing and delivering all online content and services, a flurry of app and
service providers exist, separately to the network transmission provider. With convergence, the
three types of market actors in the adjacent frameworks of electronic communications, information
services and audiovisual media services all rely on network transmissions that use the Internet
Protocol (IP networks): with that shift, the telecom services (voice, SMS), audiovisual media and
information society servcies of all kinds will soon all pass through the global Internet and generally IP
networks.
This structural change alters fundamentally market dynamics and the consequent socio-economic
impact. This shift needs to be accompanied with a fundamental rethink of policy in the digital age,
and the implications it would have for legislation. A stable single European market requires a futureproof regulatory framework. This will only happen once we move away from relying on a legacy of
rules and practices, which were voice-driven for telecoms, and ‘analogue TV’ driven for audiovisual,
and bilateral-cross-border if not strictly national: many of these rules are already or fast becoming
unnecessary or unjustified in the current data growth, IP-based, Internet-centric era. Because the
app market is usually very competitive and innovative, there is little apparent need for regulation, as
the market should sort out most issues, as long as it respects basic competition and consumer
protection. Only some crucial public policy and safety goals should be maintained as rules.
These are the priorities and approach which the Commission should keep front of mind: in future.
The regulation of networks and the regulation of so-called ‘apps’ in this digital age simply cannot be
based on legacy regimes – they need to evolve fundamentally. towards a completely new, “next
generation” policy and legislative framework for the convergence industries. Tinkering with existing
legislation every few years so as to cope with technological and societal progress is just not good
enough.
We would encourage the EU institutions to start a long-term policy debate, with the involvement of
all relevant stakeholders, to think about the future Framework that Europe needs in order to become
an ICT powerhouse of the 21st century, and welcome the innovation, growth, jobs and social welfare
that will come with it.

(14) What initiatives at European level could contribute to improve the level of media literacy
across Europe?
Media literacy should play an important role in furthering policy goals. Increasingly, consumers are
empowered to choose what they view and how they view it. European initiatives to improve the
level of media literacy deserve further consideration.
3.2.

Media freedom and pluralism
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(15) Should the possibility of pre-defining choice through filtering mechanisms, including in search
facilities, be subject to public intervention at EU level?
A basic requirement here should be that the user is aware of what type of filtering has been applied.
Other safeguards are needed beyond transparency, however.
In this digital context, findability, discoverability and prominence rely on forms of neutrality, whereby
gatekeepers who control bottlenecks along the Internet value chain should let the information (in
the form of data packets) flow through neutrally, without hindrance. They should not be able to
unfairly abuse that privlleged position to favour their own or their commercial partners’ services.
Filters, such as traffic management tools, can be misused to hinder certain content from being made
freely (neutrally) available, and the public may not always be properly informed that this is
happening.
As mentioned above and as reported in May 2012 by the Body of European Regulators of Electronic
Communications (BEREC), we already witness across Europe significant levels of filtering (through
traffic management tools) being misused by telecommunications network operators to discrimiante
against certain Internet traffic, including video / content.
As recognised by the European Parliament (cited above) and others, transparency will not be
sufficient to ensure discoverability (and use) of conteent: we need unambiguous net neutrality
safeguards to be promulgated without delay (as detailed in response to Qu. 3).

(16) What should be the scope of existing regulation on access (art. 6 Access Directive) and
universal service (art. 31 Universal Service Directive) in view of increasing convergence of linear
and non-linear services on common platforms? In a convergent broadcast/broadband
environment, are there specific needs to ensure the accessibility and the convenience to find and
enjoy 'general interest content'?
A key consideration in terms of the fundamental policy objective of fostering plurality, accessibility
and findability is that the Internet and now Connected TV significantly extend media pluralism and
augment, rather than limit, the richness and availability of access to content. As Commissioner
Reding put it a few years ago “the Internet offers opportunities to extend and value cultural diversity
within the global village.” 4
Citizens today have greater access to news and information than ever before. By lowering the
barriers for news content distribution, digital technologies have substantially increased the number
and variety of news sources available to the public. Users can also pick from a wide range of tools to
navigate content. This not new. However, navigation technologies are developing fast and delivering
more choice and control to consumers. Online portals, aggregators, App stores, social networks,
general or integrated search facilities (which are featured of most software and websites) are just
some examples. App stores, for instance, have allowed the delivery of content in a manner adapted
to touch screen technology, driving an unprecedented growth in mobile access to content and now
driving the penetration of tablets. These technologies evolve and change rapidly – touch screen
navigation is now almost taken for granted, while voice-controlled navigation is another example of
innovation in this area.

4

Commissioner Reding speech 04/429 : ‘Self regulation applied to interactive games : success and challenges‘,
27 June 2007; http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-07-429_en.htm
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Navigation technologies are not ‘filtering’ but empowering for citizens. They should be compared to
previous choices available to consumers. The previous environment was one of scarcity – limited
airwaves initially driving scarcity in broadcasting, while scale and shelf space also played a role in the
limited number of newspapers. Comparatively, online tools give consumers more choice, more
control and more transparency. Thousands of information sources can be accessed on any device
and at any time. Online alternatives are no further than one click away. Furthermore, legacy media
have been able to establish a significant and successful presence in the digital context, whether
online or on mobile devices – there is more choice, not less. If anything, convergence means that
increasing previously separate legacy media will compete together, with a multiplicity of channels
and options available to reach their audience. The most important factor in this respect is whether a
publisher decides to make its content available online in the first place. Regulation in this area –
whether of ‘filtering mechanisms’ or of a new ‘must find’ is a solution in a search of a problem. The
problems which would warrant regulatory intervention remains largely undocumented to our
knowledge.
There are already provisions which mean that certain broadcast platforms are "open access"
pursuant to Articles 5(1)(b) and 6 and Annex 1 of the Access Directive5. But elsewhere in the value
chain, there are already instances of unhelpful ‘gatekeeping’ practices over access to online services,
and threats that these could extend if not curbed without further delay. The European Parliament
itself emphasised to the European Commission that “care must be taken to ensure nondiscriminatory access to platforms so that broadcasters and other providers, including small-scale
providers in many cases, can participate in the market on an equal basis”6.
In order to foster this unique ability of Internet and Internet–connected devices to contribue to
plurality and richness of content, the open character of the Internet (‘net neutrality’) should be
unambiguously protected: no undue discrimination should get in the way of distribution of content.
Not protecting this open access to Internet content, applications and services would jeopardize the
innovation driving the development of new technologies and erecting barriers to entry. It would
deprive European consumers of access to these new technologies, or at least delay their adoption in
Europe.

3.3.

Commercial communications

(17) Will the current rules of the AVMSD regarding commercial communications still be
appropriate when a converged experience progressively becomes reality? Could you provide some
concrete example?
It does not appear that there is any urgent need for a change in the current rules, nor is it obvious
that a change would be warranted in the future. General light touch principles should continue to
apply where the user is able to exercise much more control than with traditional broadcasting,
whether because the content in question is not linear or perceived as ‘TV like’, or simply because
accessing this content through an online platform gives users many more ways to decide, choose,
tailor and protect / make safe their viewing.
In fact, as convergence takes hold and consumer viewing patterns change, there may be a need not
to consider extending the regulation, but on the contrary revisit it to see if or how much of it may
need to be reduced.
5
6

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CONSLEG:2002L0019:20091219:EN:PDF
EP Resolution of 4 July 2013, op. cit., article 2.
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(18)
What regulatory instruments would be most appropriate to address the rapidly changing
advertising techniques? Is there more scope for self/co-regulation?
Generally we believe that the current framework is appropriate. It is its application over time that
can be adapted and enhanced. First, there could be better implementation and respect of the
principles of making advertising clearly recognisable and distinguishable. There may be currently
cases where the application of the rules could be improved.
Secondly, co- and self-regulatory initiatives could be developed where necessary, as they are best
suited to adapt in a timely manner and internationally to changing market and consumer dynamics.
There are several good examples in this area, such as the EU Online Behavioural Advertising selfregulatoy programme.

(19) Who should have the final say whether or not to accept commercial overlays or other novel
techniques on screen?
Advertising techniques are dynamically evolving in the digital world. At the same time, there is no
clear view of what an ‘overlay’ might be. For instance, currently, a user may be viewing a catch-up of
a broadcast in his browser, whilst another browser window is open on his laptop, or running other
software. Attempting to prevent users from combining the delivery of different services on their
screens – whatever the device might be called – would be futile and elusive, and operate as a
restriction on consumers. With novel techniques – whether advertising or otherwise – users should
be in control.

3.4.

Protection of minors

(20) Are the current rules of the AVMSD appropriate to address the challenges of protecting
minors in a converging media world?
The current rules are a solid framework, which appropriately address the protection of minors in the
media world. There is today no need for additionally stringent rules. It is important to keep a broad
European framework, and to let stakeholders, who know the market well, and who develop
technologies to implement this European guidance with flexibility and remain close to consumers’
requests. Technology companies do not need additional restrictions, which may not work with their
technologies. Technology companies work closely with stakeholders, governments and consumers to
implement adequate restrictions, as technologies develop, and content develop, to respond to minor
protection. At this stage we do not see the need for extra rules to be added. Any new challenge or
major evolution of viewing / consumption pattern requiring new policy approaches would be best
served by co- or self-regulatory approaches.

(21)
Although being increasingly available on devices and platforms used to access content,
take-up of parental control tools appears limited so far. Which mechanisms would be desirable to
make parents aware of such tools?
Awareness raising plays a crucial role in all online activities. Across the board, government and public
authorities, including the European Commission, continue to have a role and responsibility in
educating citizens and raising their awareness, both about tools such as parental controls, and about
unsafe activity online generally.
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In addition, in many if not most cases, we believe that the online content industry has gone to great
lenghts to inform consumers, and point them to parental control tools.

(22) What measures would be appropriate for the effective age verification of users of online
audiovisual content?
(23) Should the AVMSD be modified to address, in particular, content rating, content classification
and parental control across transmission channels?
EDIMA highlights in this respect the European Parliament’s Resolution on Connected TV where it
encouraged the Commision to “consider to what extent a reform of media regulation so as to move
towards incentive and certification schemes and strengthen co- and self-regulatory approaches can
enable the regulatory objectives of the Audiovisual Media Services Directive to be attained in a lasting
fashion, while at the same time maintaining the necessary flexibility for fair competition among
media service providers.”7
We very much agree that well thought-out co- and self-regulatory approaches can deliver much
more than regulation in protecting genuine public policy and safety goals, while being more future
proof. Self-regulatory schemes provide a good alternatvie to regulation: not only do they allow
flexibility and rapid evolution to match evolving consumption patterns and behaviours, but they also
allow for international or global standards to be devised, far more quickly and efficiently than any
intergovernmental treaty-making endeavour would. Since online content is inherently cross-border,
it would be fallacious – and detrimental to European companies – to introduce or expand standards
within EU legislation only. Instead a global approach is needed, where self-regulation is far better
placed to achieve public policy aims.

3.5.

Accessibility for persons with disabilities

(27) Do you think that additional standardisation efforts are needed in this field?
Standardisation efforts in this area are ongoing and positive already. Regarding digital TV
accessibility, all major manufacturers committed in 2007 to introduce and maintain accessibility
requirements for their respective products, remote controls and accompanying documentation.
Industry innovation is the right direction as it can bring better solutions more rapidly than any
inflexible regulation. Additionally, it provides more easily for these solutions to be taken up not just
in Europe, but around the world – a must when we are dealing with the inherently cross-border,
global Internet.
Policymakers should encourage converging solutions between different parts of the world, for
instance US accessibility requirements for online video being consistent with the EU’s practices,
which will give industry economies of scale and flexibility, while benefitting consumers with solutions
that work wherever they are or travel.

(28) What incentives could be offered to encourage investment in innovative services for people
with disabilities?

7

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/oeil/popups/summary.do?id=1284379&t=d&l=en
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Existing technical specifications and standards are more than adequate to meet current accessibility
needs. Fostering interoperability and common standards in this area is important, and industry is
working towards that.
Continued flexibility given to content producers and platforms should produce platforms which are
accessible by as many users as possible, in innovative ways. People with disabilities have benefitted
greatly from these innovations and the intensified competition they have generated in the
marketplace. We encourage policymakers to continue to foster such innovation and healthy
competition by minimizing interventional policies in this area.
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FORUM for Advanced Media in Europe (FAME)
OBSERVATIONS ON THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION GREEN PAPER: PREPARING FOR A FULLY CONVERGED
AUDIOVISUAL WORLD: GROWTH, CREATION AND VALUES

FORUM FOR ADVANCED MEDIA IN EUROPE – Observations on the European Commission
Green Paper “Preparing for a Fully Converged Audiovisual World: Growth, Creation and
Values”
1

About FAME

The Forum for Advanced Media in Europe (FAME) is a cross-stakeholder platform administered jointly by
the Digital Interoperability Forum (DIF) and the European Broadcasting Union (EBU). It brings together pay
TV platforms, pay TV broadcasters and free to air broadcasters, as well as manufacturers, software and
middleware vendors, and national groups such as the Danish, French, German, Italian and Scandinavian HD
Forums and the UK’s Digital Television Group, to share knowledge and experience of the introduction of
advanced media services in Europe.
As such FAME involves the whole value chain. FAME’s terms of reference are attached for information
(Annex 1).

2

FAME’s locus in this consultation

FAME is the successor to the European High Definition Forum (EHDF). EHDF was established in January
2005 at the request of Commissioner Reding (then responsible for DG Information Society) in order to coordinate stakeholders’ views on the implementation of HDTV. In doing so the Commission, while having
concerns “about possible market fragmentation arising from different –albeit standardised – technical
1
options for HDTV” , acknowledged that the approach of industry was to promote flexibility and
interoperability in HDTV implementations.
The request to establish EHDF followed a controversial and resource-hungry stakeholder battle over the
possible mandating of DVB-MHP. With the Commission wishing to avoid a repeat of several years of
intensive lobbying, it stated that EHDF was “a new paradigm of consensual approach and co-operation on
technical interoperability … and this appears as a promising model for solving other interoperability
2
issues.”
EHDF met on 13 occasions from 2005 until 2012, with meetings being hosted and funded by various
stakeholders. During this time HDTV services were launched successfully in most EU countries; on cable,
satellite, DTT, and IPTV platforms and by both pay TV and free to air (FTA) broadcasters. The role of EHDF
was reviewed in 2011/2012 and stakeholders agreed that it could continue to provide a useful forum for
the exchange of views on interoperability issues relating to new services. Accordingly, EHDF became FAME
and this continues to be co-chaired by DIF and the EBU with the active involvement of many other
stakeholders. FAME has now met three times and has been discussing “connected TV”, 3-D TV, UHDTV, as
well as remaining issues relating to HDTV. The industry’s willingness to participate in FAME demonstrates
commitment to finding industry solutions to interoperability questions in a fast -moving technological
landscape. As the Commission will see from the terms of reference FAME’s remit anticipates emerging
technologies and services.
FAME’s focus is on technical interoperability issues. Thus, its observations relate principally to the
question posed in Section 2.3 of the Green Paper. FAME wishes to comment first on the description of the
market offered in the opening paragraphs in Section 2. This submission then explains how the market
characteristics impact on interoperability and thereby responds to Question 2.3.

1

Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament, the European Economic
and Social Committee of the Regions on reviewing the interoperability of digital interactive television
services pursuant to Communication COM (2004) 541 of 30 July 2004/*COM/2006/0037 final*/
2

See 3 above, section 3.
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3

Market considerations

The last decade has been characterised by an unprecedented growth in the ways in which audiovisual
content can be distributed and consumed and the types of devices used for that purpose. It has been a
decade of innovation, investment and expansion of consumer choice.
“Connected TV” is a misnomer which has the unfortunate tendency to focus discussion on so-called smart
TVs. In fact, as the Commission Green Paper recognises, “connected TV” is short-hand for all hybrid
3
devices which enable the consumption of both broadcast and internet content . Thus, devices such as
STBs, Smart TVs, tablets, PCs, games consoles and smart phones have all to be considered as “connected
TV” devices.
The “connected TV” environment provides the means by which consumers may access content at any time
4
and in any place . It offers a whole home approach to content consumption (with, for instance, tablets
being used as a second screen in another room of a house), mobility of consumption (with, for example,
smart phones being used to watch news or movies on public transport), and added value consumption
(with, for example, supplementary content being made available via the interactive menu on a TV
screen). It also allows for a range of applications, representing new forms of content and new content
suppliers, to be brought to consumers.
When EHDF (now FAME) was established in 2005 the technology and content landscape was very firmly
based on reception via a TV, using a STB as appropriate. In just 8 years that has changed dramatically,
although TV continues to be the main source of viewing. However, while over time and with eventual
hindsight these changes in the technology landscape may be seen as revolutionary, they are, in fact,
evolutionary. The distinction between “revolution” and evolution” is important to understanding the
realities of interoperability.

4

Interoperability in practice

Interoperability can be defined as the ability of diverse systems to work together and to be able to
provide services to, and to receive services from, other systems and, in the current context, devices. In an
interoperability nirvana the same content (including applications) would be available on every device,
with device and service heterogeneity being replaced by homogeneity and uniformity.
However, in an evolutionary world this nirvana is not achievable for a number of reasons:
First, the market for delivering audiovisual content to hybrid devices is already well established in EU
member states and there are legacy deployments of devices. Ignoring legacy deployments – whether FTA
or PAY TV or smart TVs or smart phones - and approaching “connected TV” as a greenfield proposition
upon which a common standard could be imposed could involve the write-off by industry and consumers of
existing investments. It could also stifle future innovation by creating uncertainty about the prospect of
regulatory intervention.
Secondly, as with DVB-MHP, even where a common standard such as HbbTV is used, differences can exist
in its implementation. This reflects the characteristics and the specificities of different markets.
Thirdly, hybrid devices have in common the ability to deliver content (including applications) to a display,
and in many cases incorporate the display in the device. However, the devices differ significantly in
processing power, memory, codec, etc., and are not capable of delivering identical content. Differences
are most noticeable in the capabilities of the display itself, which – due to differences in size and screen
resolution – require content to be re-authored in order to be rendered in a viewable fashion. While this
results in some cost to content creators and application vendors it should be noted that many tools exist
to minimise the task and associated cost and many businesses have emerged whose activity is the reauthoring of content.
Fourthly, even if hybrid devices could somehow converge on a single standard, variations between them
would continue to exist as device manufacturers seek to compete through product differentiation. For
example, different user interfaces may exist. Thus, “fragmentation” would persist but it would provide
consumer choice.

3

Access to internet content requires a device to be connected to the internet. Statistics on actual
connection rates vary.
4

The realisation of this is dependent upon whether rights are available and content protection and copy
management requirements.
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Fifthly, interoperability is about more than technical standards. It also concerns social, political, cultural,
business and organisational factors. The majority of these are outside FAME’s remit and it is sufficient to
observe that constraints on what services can be received on which devices are rarely attributable to
technical factors. FAME is, however, an example of “organisational interoperability” which facilitates the
exchange of information (for example, it has been agreed that information of the HbbTV Test Suites
developed by the French HD Forum will be available to FAME members) with the goal of supporting the
successful launch of new services in Europe.
Against this background, FAME sees no need for the EU to intervene in technical matters relating to the
interoperability of “connected TV”. The market is already well-established and any intervention, even if
warranted, would be too late and disruptive. Insofar as interoperability issues which result in real barriers
exist FAME as a multi-stakeholder platform has the knowledge and expertise to address them. FAME invites
the Commission to encourage even more stakeholder participation in its meetings.

FAME

August 2013
For further information contact the Co-Chairs of FAME:

Sheila Cassells

sheila@difgroup.eu

Peter Macavock

macavock@ebu.ch
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1. Recognising that the consensual approach managed by DIF and the EBU in the context of High
Definition Television (HDTV )facilitated the market-led introduction of HDTV in Europe, and
allowed for the co-existence and interoperability of specifications, the Commission Services
encourage the extension of the work of the European High Definition Forum (EHDF) into advanced
media experiences such as Connected TV /hybrid TV and 3D TV
2. Noting that future developments in HDTV, such as Ultra High Definition Television (UHDTV), and
remaining issues, particularly relating to audio and 1080P, will benefit from industry
collaboration, the Forum will also continue to provide a venue for discussion of HDTV.
3. Reflecting the changed focus, the Forum will be renamed the Forum for Advanced Media in Europe
(FAME).
4. The purpose of the FAME is to provide a venue for device manufacturers, platform operators,
software and middleware vendors, applications developers and broadcasters engaged in enhanced
media, and their relevant industry associations, to share knowledge and experience that will
support the successful, industry-led, introduction of these services in Europe.
5. The FAME will use all reasonable efforts to reach a voluntary consensus on issues concerning
interoperability and standardisation relating to advanced media experiences such as Connected
TV/hybrid TV and 3D TV, although it will not itself develop standards.
6. If requested and agreed, the FAME will liaise with the European Commission Services on matters
relating to interoperability and standardisation for advanced media experiences.
7. The FAME’s primary focus is on technology issues that may affect the successful introduction of
advanced media services such as connected/hybrid TV and 3DTV in Europe.
8. It is recognised the availability of content and applications is key to the success of advanced
media experiences such as Connected TV/hybrid TV and 3D TV. Accordingly other areas, such as
content protection, integrity, and regulation may impact upon the success of these services. The
FAME will provide a venue to examine the feasibility of establishing guidelines that encourage the
availability of content and applications. For the avoidance of doubt, the FAME will not become
involved in matters relating to copyright and intellectual property.
9. The FAME may assemble, prepare and publish collective summaries of the views, implementation
plans and progress of the Connected TV/hybrid TV, 3DTV and related fora, subject to the
unanimous agreement and consent of these fora.
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Digital Interoperability Forum (www.difgroup.eu)
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European Broadcasting Union (www.ebu.ch)
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FAME comments on EC Green Paper on a Converged Media World
10. Any stakeholder with services or plans to develop connected/hybrid TV or 3D TV in an European
Union Member, European Economic Area State, or EU accession country, is entitled to participate
in the FAME.
11. The European Commission will be invited to have observer status. Other participants may be
invited to participate according to the agenda.
12. The FAME will meet according to need. So far as possible, the FAME will convene either by
conference call or electronically.
13. The tasks of meeting preparation, secretariat and chairing will be shared by mutual agreement
between DIF and the EBU. Neither DIF nor the EBU will be responsible for any costs incurred in
hosting or attending meetings.
14. The FAME is not a legal entity and has no assets or formal statutes.
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MUSIIKKITUOTTAJAT – IFPI FINLAND RY’S COMMENTS TO THE EUROPEAN
COMMISSION’S GREEN PAPER ”PREPARING FOR A FULLY CONVERGED
AUDIOVISUAL WORLD: GROWTH, CREATION AND VALUES”
Helsinki 30 August 2013

MUSIIKKITUOTTAJAT – IFPI FINLAND RY’S COMMENTS
Musiikkituottajat – IFPI Finland ry (IFPI Finland) is the Finnish national group of IFPI
– the association representing the recording industry worldwide. IFPI Finland
represents the interests of the Finnish recording industry. IFPI Finland’s members
account for 95 % of music sales in the country.
Music is in the forefront of the development of the new digital market place. Digital
services already account for almost 40 % of all music sales in Europe. Music content,
sound recordings but also music videos, are enabling new innovative digital services
to be launched and foster. For instance, four out of five most watched videos on
You Tube are IFPI members’ music videos.
IFPI Finland is grateful for the opportunity to comment on the European Commission’s
Green Paper and submits the following:

1. GENERAL REMARKS
The European Commission’s initiative to create a discussion around the on-going
transformation of the audiovisual media landscape is generally welcome.
IFPI Finland wishes to point out, however, that the Green Paper in its current form is
not sufficiently taking into account the view of all stakeholders. It focusses mostly on
service providers and does not therefore provide a sufficiently comprehensive view of
the issues implicated by convergence.

Musiikkituottajat – IFPI Finland ry
+358-(0)9-6803 4050 ifpi@ifpi.fi www.ifpi.fi Yrjönkatu 3B FI-00120 Helsinki

-22. ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONS SET OUT IN THE GREEN PAPER
1) What are the factors that enable US companies to establish a successful
presence in the fragmented EU market despite language and cultural barriers,
while many EU companies struggle? What are the factors hindering EU
companies?
IFPI Finland does not share the European Commission’s view that American
companies are generally more successful than European companies in the
European markets. In the music sector, European companies including
Spotify and Deezer are leading the way for new innovative services and are
market leaders in a number of European countries. Their ability to offer
services that attract consumers is the key to successful business, not the
nationality of the company.
Linguistic and cultural diversity is, however, a fact in Europe. European
services do not have the benefit of a similar large home market in which to
start and grow as do, e.g. US companies. Services like Spotify and Deezer
are a testimony to the potential of European service providers.
2) What are the factors affecting the availability of premium content? Are there
currently practices relating to premium content at wholesale level which affect
market access and sustainable business operations? If so, what is the impact
on consumers? Is there a need for regulatory intervention beyond the
application of existing competition rules?
IFPI Finland does not see any reason for particular regulatory actions related
to the availability of premium content. The current applicable competition
rules are sufficient to curb abusing practices.
We wish to point out in particular that it is essential for the healthy
development of competitive markets and for ensuring the creation of new
content that content owners shall continue to be able to exercise their rights
without unjustified restrictions. They should be able to license their rights on
an exclusive or non-exclusive basis also in the future. It is worth stressing that
allowing content owners to choose their licensing models benefits consumers;
it will ensure that the widest possible selection of content is made available
to the public.
3) Are there obstacles which require regulatory action on access to platforms?
We are not aware of any such obstacles.

Musiikkituottajat – IFPI Finland ry
+358-(0)9-6803 4050 ifpi@ifpi.fi www.ifpi.fi Yrjönkatu 3B FI-00120 Helsinki

-36) Is there a need for EU action to overcome actual or potential fragmentation
and ensure interoperability across borders? Is there a need to develop new or
updated standards in the market?
We consider technological interoperability essential, but it is a matter that is
left for the private sector to solve. It remains unclear as to what is meant by
“interoperability across borders”. However, different rules regarding the
provision of payment services or consumer protection may make it more
difficult to provide digital audiovisual services across borders.
7) How relevant are differences between individual platforms delivering content
(e.g. terrestrial and satellite broadcasting, wired broadband including cable,
mobile broadband) in terms of consumer experience and of public interest
obligations?
The consumer experience will necessarily vary to an extent. Legal obligations
such as must-carry obligations are no longer justified, however.
10)
Given convergence between media, is there evidence of market
distortion caused by the regulatory differentiation between linear and nonlinear services? If yes, what would be the best way to tackle these distortions
while protecting the values underpinning the EU regulatory framework for
audiovisual media services?
On a general level it can be concluded that the differences between linear
and non-linear services are becoming harder and harder to define and
implement because of the similarities between the services. For instance, the
distinction between fully on-demand and personalized non-linear services may
be difficult to draw.
Musiikkituottajat – IFPI Finland ry
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Arbeitsgemeinschaft
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Arbeitsgemeinschaft hessischer Industrie- und Handelskammem I 60284 Frankfurt

Europaische Kommission
Generaldirektion Kommunionsnetze,
Inhalte und Technologien
Referat G1
BOro BU25 05/181
1049 BrOssel
Belgien

Ihr Zeichen, Ihre Nachricht vam

Unser Zeichen, unsere Nachricht vam
RF-AP

Telefon
0692197-1201

Frankfurt am Main
02.09.2013

Stellungnahme zum EU-Dokument:
"GRUNBUCH uber die Vorbereitung auf die vollstandige Konvergenz der
audiovisuellen Welt: Wachstum, Schopfung und Werte"
Sehr geehrte Damen und Herren,
die Medienpolitische Kommission Hessen, ein Fachgremium der Arbeitsgemeinschaft
der hessischen Industrie- und Handelskammern, begrO~t den inhaltlichen Diskurs zum
GrOnbuch Ober die Vorbereitung auf die Konvergenz der audiovisuellen Welt:
Wachstum, Sch6pfung und Wert. Dabei sieht die Medienpolitische Kommission mit
die aktuelle politische Situation, nach der nahezu alle europaischen
Lander einem Paradigmenwechsel des klassischen Kultur-Begriffes zur Er6ffnung der
Beratungen eines Europaisch-Amerikanischen Freihandelsabkommens (TTIP)
zugestimmt haben. Im Gegensatz dazu vertreten wir wie die franz6sische Regierung die
Auffassung, dass das Kulturschaffen auch kOnftig aus dem gesetzlichen Rahmen des
Freihandelsabkommens ausgeschlossen bleiben sollte. Diese Ausnahme entspricht im
Obrigen auch der "Konvention zum Schutz und zur F6rderung der Vielfalt kultureller
Ausdrucksformen" von 2007, die von rund 130 Staaten weltweit unterzeichnet worden
ist.
gro~er Sorge

Hintergrund fOr diese Position ist die besondere Situation deutschsprachiger
Kulturschaffender. Bedingt durch Sprache, Historie und einem sehr regionalen
Selbstverstandnis lassen sich Kulturprojekte aus unserem Sprachraum nicht per se
weltweit vermarkten. Anders ist die Ausgangslage etwa im angelsachsischen Raum.
Dort steht mit fast 40 Exportlandern, etwa fOr Filme in englischer Sprache, ein valider
Markt zur VerfOgung. Werden diese Markte ohne Abgrenzungen gleichgesetzt, hatlen
europaische Filme mit einem Sprachradius von einem bis drei Landern ohne individuelle
F6rderung absolut keine Chancen mehr am Markt. Eine Unterwerfung von Kultur unter

Geschaftsfiihrung:
Industrie- und Handelskammer Frankfurt am Main
Borsenplatz 4
60313 Frankfurt

Telefan: 069 2197-1201
Telefax: 0692197-1488
r.fraehlich@frankfurt-main.ihk.de
www.ihk-hessen.de
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die MaBgaben eines liberalisierten Welthandels k6nnte dazu fUhren, dass der
Fortbestand inlandischer Kulturf6rderungen gefahrdet ware.
Dies bedeutet fUr die Gesellschaften in Europa einen groBen Verlust an Identitat, ist die
6ffentlich gef6rderte Kultur doch eine Determinante kollektiven Bewusstseins und
gesellschaftlicher Weiterentwicklung.

Fur die Wirtschaft wurde dies bedeuten, dass die Schaffung von Produkten I
Programmen I Projekten auf dem kulturellen Sektor immer weniger moglich ware.
Die meisten Initiativen, die den eigenen Kulturbegriff mit Leben erfOllen, haben keine
ausreichende profitable Perspektive am Markt, sind also auf F6rderungen und
Partnerschaften angewiesen. Solche F6rderungen sieht die Kommission massiv
eingeschrankt, sobald hier die Regeln eines gOterorientierten Freihandels wirken.
Welche Pflanzen also soli die deutsche Wirtschaft kOnftig weltweit vermarkten, wenn sie
ohne Gewachshaus gar nicht erst heranwachsen k6nnen?
Deshalb fordern wir die Bundesregierung und die Europaische Kommission auf, hier den
franz6sischen Kurs zum Schutz einer kulturellen Binnen-Struktur zu unterstOtzen. Nur so
kann die Medienkonvergenz auch fUr Deutschland langfristig wirtschaftlich erfolgreich
sein. Ein ansonsten zu befUrchtender Brain Drain wOrde gerade Regionen wie das
Rhein-Main-Gebiet, mit seiner hohen Zahl an Fachkraften im Bereich audiovisueller
Medien, hart treffen.

Mit freundlichen GrOBen

Ulrike Gehring
Vorsitzende
Medienpolitische Kommission Hessen

Reinhard Fr6hlich
GeschaftsfUhrer
Medienpolitische Kommission Hessen

IMPALA response
Green Paper – Preparing for a fully converged audiovisual world: growth,
creation and values
On behalf of over 4,000 independent music companies and national associations
across Europe, representing 99% of music actors in Europe which are micro, small
and medium sized enterprises, IMPALA thanks the Commission for the opportunity
to submit comments on the Green Paper “Preparing for a fully converged
audiovisual world: growth, creation and values”. Since the music landscape is also
concerned by the ongoing convergence of media services, and that we share the
European Commission’s aim to “ensure the widest possible access to European
diversified content for all Europeans”, we decided to send our comments on the
Green Paper while focusing on the music sector.
(1) What are the factors that enable US companies to establish a successful
presence in the fragmented EU market despite language and cultural barriers,
while many EU companies struggle? What are the factors hindering EU companies?
There are many factors that can explain why some US companies are able to be
successful on the EU market despite language and cultural barriers, while many EU
companies struggle to achieve the same result.
First, demand for US works is huge across Europe. There is lots of promotion ahead
of the release of new US movies, series, music albums and singles. Europeans know
and follow US artists, film directors, music labels, etc. and eagerly await the
publication of their next work. The fact that most US companies produce Englishspeaking works also explains why these are widely available and experienced by
European citizens.
The music market is extremely concentrated, which gives an advantage to bigger
companies. The music market share is concentrated in the hands of three
companies. In the music sector, given the size of the three remaining ‘Majors’
which own the biggest Anglo-American repertoire and together represent as much
as 80% of the market share, and even more for ‘hits’ (It was recently announced,
for example, that in the US Universal, the biggest company on the sound recording
side, had achieved a historic ‘clean sweep’ of the US top 10), it is not surprising
that American music dominates the charts. In Europe, Sony and Universal, the two
biggest Majors, together control over 75% of hits, even although music SMEs
produce over 80% of all new releases. This has a direct impact on what European
actually listen to, as offline and online broadcasters and services cannot launch or
grow without the Majors’ repertoire. The concentration on the music market has a
clear negative impact on innovation, output, consumer choice, pluralism of
content and media, and creates barriers to entry.
A European Music Office/Eurosonic-Noordeslag/Nielsen published in January 2012
found that the only repertoire circulating effectively across European borders was
US repertoire: the share of US repertoire in the countries surveyed was over 50%
for airplay and just below 50% for downloads.

Meanwhile, 99% of European music companies are SMEs. They cannot compete on
the same level as majors and therefore do not have the same access to radio/tv
and online services. The recent Universal/EMI merger decision taken by the
European Commission highlighted access to radio and promotional opportunities as
a severe competition problem for these companies that needs to be addressed.
Language and cultural barriers affect artists who sing in their own local language,
while those who sing in English might find it easier for their songs to cross EU
borders.
Finally, US online services are not currently subject to VAT, which has made their
services more attractive to consumers and allowed them to develop their
businesses more quickly than their European counterparts.
(2) What are the factors affecting the availability of premium content? Are there
currently practices relating to premium content at wholesale level which affect
market access and sustainable business operations? If so, what is the impact on
consumers? Is there a need for regulatory intervention beyond the application of
existing competition rules?
Please see recommendations in reply to question 3 below.
(3) Are there obstacles that require regulatory action on access to platforms?
Before presenting obstacles that prevent smaller actors’ access to platforms, and
possible measures to eliminate these, we would like to insist on the need to deliver
cultural diversity. Indeed, each country is unique because of its diversity, and
innovation, driven mainly by SMEs operating primarily at a local level with local
artists. This creates an enormous potential to develop a cultural economy which is
totally unique. Unlocking this potential is essential. The cultural sector is very
fragmented. That is what makes it innovative but also very challenging for policy
makers.
Today, the internal market seems to favour globalised cultural works at the
expense of local European productions. The European market for cultural works
and services is not yet a reality.
It is in the interest of all stakeholders to seek out universal access to platforms and
to offer consumers as much choice as possible. It is therefore important that there
should be non-discriminatory access to platforms, ensuring that SMEs are able to
participate in the market on an equal basis.
Europe needs to put in place the best conditions to allow its cultural and creative
SMEs to flourish. This is particularly relevant in the context of the development of
the digital single market, where cultural and creative content plays a leading role.
Technological developments depend heavily on the availability of this content,
which is one of the EU’s biggest assets. Europe has one of the richest and most
diverse music markets in the world, and should be capitalising on it.
The online market is full of opportunities but the availability of content remains a
serious issue in particular for SMEs. In the music sector, SMEs are crucial to
diversity, discovering and developing new artists and new trends of music,
producing 80% of all releases in Europe today, as mentioned above.

With 99% of the cultural operators being micro, small and medium sized, the
strategic approach must focus on SMEs. They are the backbone of the cultural and
creative sectors, providing the necessary elements to develop a sustainable
economy of diversity: cultural diversity, diversity of choice and diversity of
entrepreneurship.
The digital market should provide opportunities, with a real level playing field, for
all actors regardless of their size. In practical terms, this means competition law
needs to stop major copyright owners carving up online opportunities at the
expense of smaller copyright owners. Services licensing from one or more of the
Majors need to also engage with music SMEs, on the same terms and at the same
time. They also need to agree to diversity commitments. Meanwhile, agreements
guaranteeing output and placement to large content owners should be prohibited,
a move which would in fact help music services deal with the excessive market
power of the major content owners.
The question of ensuring the regulatory framework delivers diversity and
availability of content is one of the most important issues for music SMEs
(independents represent 80% of music released but only 20% of the market share)
and concrete measure in this respect would be welcome.
Measures which we believe would help level the playing field include the following:
- New competition rules which prioritise SME competitiveness, diversity and
consumer choice;
- Competition law needs to be modified to stop major copyright owners from
carving up online opportunities at the expense of smaller copyright owners;
- “Must carry” obligations for online service that have become essential facilities
like YouTube/Google. This content must also be easy to find, therefore we believe
that online services should also be subject to “must be found” obligations.
- Supporting projects such as Merlin, a worldwide digital licensing agency
representing the rights of music SMEs, set up by independent music companies to
deal collectively with the digital shift;
- A non discrimination principle for SMEs in line with the Small Business Act;
- Diversity obligations for online services and platforms, including an obligation to
license from SMEs and an obligation to refuse to give placement and output type
guarantees to the major content owners;
- Making preferential or at least parallel terms for SMEs a commercial and
regulatory reality;
- Dedicating a minimum of 30% independent space for SMEs in all distribution
channels (e.g. radio, broadcast, digital and retail);
- Possibility of introducing a specific status for copyright SMEs;

- Conducting sector enquiries where there is a particular concern about the
competitiveness of SMEs and whether or not there is a level playing field;
- Creating a cultural diversity scoreboard to measure Europe’s cultural diversity in
terms of production, distribution, consumption and the mobility of cultural works;
- Making cultural diversity impact assessments an essential part of all competition
decisions.
- All cultural goods and services offline and online should be eligible for a reduced
VAT rate, and there should be no difference in rates between online and offline for
similar goods and services. This would be in line with the European Commission
guiding principle that “similar goods and services should be subject to the same
VAT rate and progress in technology should be taken into account in this respect,
so that the challenge of convergence between the online and the physical
environment is addressed”.
- With the increasing uptake of ‘connected television’, there comes the potential
for illegal content to be easily accessed from a television via the internet. A recent
study produced by Google confirmed that a substantial amount of internet traffic
to pirate sites – one sixth of the total – comes from search engines. A simple and
effective way to reduce levels of piracy would be to demand that search engines
do not link to pirate sites.
- End-users’ exposure to advertising also changes with the advent of convergence.
While addressing how to best ensure that advertisers comply with current or future
standards, we believe the Commission should also take the opportunity to address
the issue of advertising on pirate sites. Pirate sites are able to continue operating
because of the revenues generated from advertising. Limiting these sites’ access to
income would be massively disruptive for business models that have a huge
competitive advantage over those of legal providers.
(4) Do the current AVMSD requirements provide the best way to promote the
creation, distribution, availability and market appeal of European works?
The AVMSD aims to ensure the free movement of audiovisual media services in the
internal market and at the same time to preserve certain public interest
objectives, such as cultural diversity.
The AVMSD requires broadcasters to reserve a minimum proportion (at least 10%) of
their transmission time for European works created by independent producers.
Alternatively, Member States may require broadcasters to allocate at least 10% of
their programme budget to independent productions. It would be interesting to see
how this could be translated online and generally for music.

(5) How will convergence and changing consumer behaviour influence the current
system of content financing? How are different actors in the new value chain
contributing to financing?
Despite the appearance of new models of financing (e.g. crowdfunding), traditional
methods will remain. Independent record labels play a very important role in
financing creation. They are risk takers, investing in new talent and new trends,
ensuring cultural diversity and choice for consumers, fostering creativity and
innovation across Europe. However, cultural and creative SMEs such as these face
specific problems when trying to access finance. Financiers often consider cultural
industries as being high risk, in part because the intangible assets (such as
copyright, licences, royalties, etc.) held by creative companies are difficult to
valuate by normal means. The lack of expertise of financiers in terms of the
characteristics of the culture sector makes the cost of analysis excessive when
compared to the funds requested. This often leads banks to refuse applications
made by cultural SMEs.
For quality content to be created, producers and creators need access to finance.
The loan guarantee instrument that makes up part of the 2014-2020 Creative
Europe budget is one such mechanism. The instrument will improve capacity by
promoting expertise within the financial sector and offering a guarantee on a
portion of the funding requested. Such schemes are essential to ensure the
continued production of a diverse array of high quality culture.
The value that consumers derive from new technologies and services is founded on
their ability to access the content they want, when they want. Industries that
develop these new technologies have continued to see enormous profits, while
those creating the music, journalism, film and TV that these industries rely on,
have seen their work massively devalued. To redress this situation, online services
and producers of new technologies should ensure that creators are fairly
remunerated for the work. Pierre Lescure proposed this approach in his report,
Contribution aux politiques culturelles à l’ère numérique.
(6) Is there a need for EU action to overcome actual or potential fragmentation and
ensure interoperability across borders? Is there a need to develop new or updated
standards in the market?
We believe a focus from the EU on more Interoperability and standardisation would
be very helpful to overcome market fragmentation. Consumers benefit from the
ability to use their devices to watch media across a variety of formats, and a lack
of standardisation across the EU hinders the portability of content.
For smaller producers and developers diverging standards pose a barrier to market
entry, as they do not necessarily have the scale to tailor their products to a large
variety of different standards.

(7) How relevant are differences between individual platforms delivering content
(e.g. terrestrial and satellite broadcasting, wired broadband including cable,
mobile broadband) in terms of consumer experience and of public interest
obligations?
As non-linear broadcasting becomes the norm, the “findability” of content
determines its availability. There should be obligations on new services to ensure
that culturally diverse content can be found. “Must carry” and “must-be-found”
rules should therefore be introduced.
(10) Given convergence between media, is there evidence of market distortion
caused by the regulatory differentiation between linear and non-linear services? If
yes, what would be the best way to tackle these distortions while protecting the
values underpinning the EU regulatory framework for audiovisual media services?
Today, some non-linear services are not subject to the same regulatory provisions
as linear services. For example the liability provisions for a non-linear service like
YouTube are not the same as those which apply to linear services. YouTube, like
any so-called online ‘host provider’ claims it is not responsible for infringing
content made available through its service as long as it is not aware of their
existence and/or removes the infringing content swiftly after being notified of its
existence.
The same differences between non-linear and linear services occur when it comes
to the AVMSD requirements (mentioned above) on broadcasters to reserve a
minimum proportion of their transmission time for European works created by
independent producers. This requirement does not apply to YouTube for example.
In light of the increasing convergence between linear and non-linear services, we
strongly believe that the same rules should apply for both types of services.
(11) Is there a need to adapt the definition of AVMS providers and / or the scope of
the AVMSD, in order to make those currently outside subject to part or all of the
obligations of the AVMSD or are there other ways to protect values? In which areas
could emphasis be given to self/co-regulation?
Yes. In line with our reply to question 10, we believe that the definition of AVMS
providers and the scope of the AVMSD should be broadened to subject those
currently outside of its scope but providing similar services to those inside its scope
to the AVMSD obligations. This would be a great step towards a more level playing
field.
(15) Should the possibility of pre-defining choice through filtering mechanisms,
including in search facilities, be subject to public intervention at EU level?
Yes. One only needs to look at Google, which is currently being investigated by the
European Commission for its practices such as search and advertising. Two of the
Commission’s specific concerns relating to Google’s business practices show the
importance of public intervention at EU level on the question of pre-defining
choice through filtering mechanisms: the way in which Google’s vertical search
services are displayed within general search result as compared to services of
competitors, and the way Google may use and display third party content on its
vertical search services.

(16) What should be the scope of existing regulation on access (art. 6 Access
Directive) and universal service (art. 31 Universal Service Directive) in view of
increasing convergence of linear and non-linear services on common platforms? In a
convergent broadcast/broadband environment, are there specific needs to ensure
the accessibility and the convenience to find and enjoy 'general interest content'?
Please see recommendations in reply to question 3 above.

An die
European Commission
Directorate- General for Communications Networks, Content and Technology
Unit G1
Office BU25 05/181
B- 1049 –Brussels

per E-Mail
CNECT-CONVERGENCE-AV@ec.europa.eu
Wien, am 29.8.2013
ISPA STELLUNGNAHME BETREFFEND DIE ÖFFENTLICHE KONSULTATION DES
GRÜNBUCHS ÜBER DIE VORBEREITUNG AUF DIE VOLLSTÄNDIGE
KONVERGENZ DER AUDIOVISUELLEN WELT: WACHSTUM, SCHÖPFUNG UND
WERTE
Sehr geehrte Damen und Herren,
die ISPA erlaubt sich, im Zusammenhang mit der öffentlichen Konsultation des
Grünbuchs über die Vorbereitung auf die vollständige Konvergenz der audiovisuellen
Welt: Wachstum, Schöpfung und Werte zu den unten angeführten Punkten Stellung zu
nehmen.
Die ISPA unterstützt das klare Bekenntnis der Europäischen Union zum Jugendschutz
und ihr Engagement im Bereich Safer Internet beziehungsweise bei
Meldeeinrichtungen wie zB Stopline.at.
Das Hauptaugenmerk ist nach Ansicht der ISPA auf die Förderung der
Medienkompetenz der Erziehungsberechtigten und der Verantwortlichen von
Erziehungseinrichtungen zu legen, um dadurch die Medienkompetenz von
Minderjährigen und damit künftigen Eltern und Erziehungsverantwortlichen zu
stärken. Netzfilter oder Maßnahmen der Bewertung oder Klassifikation von Inhalten,
die seitens der ISP durchgeführt werden müssten, werden abgelehnt und sollen
zugunsten eines Endgerätfilters und Bildungsinitiativen hintangehalten werden.

ISPA – Internet Service Providers Austria
Währingerstrasse 3/18, 1090 Wien, Austria
+43 1 409 55 76
office@ispa.at
www.ispa.at
,

UniCredit Bank Austria AG
Konto-Nr.: 00660 491 705, BLZ: 12000
BIC: BKAUATWW
IBAN: AT59 1200 0006 6049 1705

UID-Nr.: ATU 54397807
ZVR-Zahl: 551223675

(20) Sind die derzeitigen Bestimmungen der AVMD-Richtlinie geeignet, um den
Herausforderungen im Bereich des Schutzes von Minderjährigen in einer konvergierenden
Medienwelt zu begegnen?

Die ISPA ist der Meinung, dass der Schutz Minderjähriger in der AVMD-Richtlinie1
ausreichend gewährleistet wird.
Die Art 6, 9 und 12 der AVMD-RL unterstreichen die Bedeutung des Schutzes von
Minderjährigen. Die spezielle Bestimmung des Kapitel 7 – Art 27 – beschäftigt sich
vertiefend mit dem Schutz Minderjähriger und normiert die Verpflichtung der
Mitgliedstaaten zur Ergreifung von Maßnahmen, die gewährleisten sollen, dass
Sendungen von Fernsehveranstaltern in ihrem Hoheitsbereich keinerlei Programme
enthalten, die die körperliche, geistige oder sittliche Entwicklung von Minderjährigen
ernsthaft beeinträchtigen können. Damit werden den Mitgliedsstaaten nach Meinung
der ISPA aufgrund der AVMD-RL ausreichende Möglichkeiten zum Schutz von Kindern
und Jugendlichen gegeben.
Die ISPA macht allerdings darauf aufmerksam, dass der Wirkungsbereich der
Richtlinie räumlich begrenzt ist und Schutzbestimmungen nicht auf Fälle angewendet
werden können, die einen Drittstaatsbezug aufweisen. Daher ist die ISPA der
Meinung, dass nicht nur die Medieninhaber im Fokus der Bemühungen stehen sollten,
sondern dass auch Konsumentinnen und Konsumenten eingebunden werden sollen.
Dabei ist das Hauptaugenmerk auf die Medienkompetenz insbesondere der Eltern
sowie der Erziehungsberechtigten der Minderjährigen zu richten. Des Weiteren
müssen aber auch Schulen, Bildungsstätten, etc. sich der Vermittlung von Media
Literacy widmen.2 Die ISPA leistet dabei schon seit über acht Jahren wertvolle
Hilfestellung im Rahmen des EU-Projektes „Safer Internet“. Dabei wird unter anderem
die Medienkompetenz von Erwachsenen3 in den Vordergrund gestellt, welche
wiederum die Entwicklung der Medienkompetenz der Kinder fördern.
Die ISPA ist daher der Meinung, dass Fördermittel und Förderprogramme zur
Vermittlung der Medienkompetenz ausgebaut werden sollen, um der sozialpolitischen
Herausforderung des Schutzes der Minderjährigen in audiovisuellen Medien auf allen
Ebenen bestmöglich begegnen zu können.

1

Richtlinie 2010/13/EU des Europäischen Parlaments und des Rates vom 10. März 2010 zur
Koordinierung bestimmter Rechts- und Verwaltungsvorschriften der Mitgliedstaaten über die
Bereitstellung audiovisueller Mediendienste (Richtlinie über audiovisuelle Mediendienste), ABl L 95/2010,
1 idF ABl L 263/2010, 15.
2
Siehe Erwägungsgrund 47 der AVMD-RL
3
Siehe
bspw.
ISPA
Ratgeber
"Sicherheitseinstellungen
für
Tablets",
http://www.ispa.at/service/broschueren/sicherheitseinstellungen-fuer-endgeraete/.
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(21) Obwohl zunehmend Tools verfügbar sind, die eine elterliche Kontrolle auf Gerät und
Plattformen ermöglichen, über die auf Inhalte zugegriffen wird, werden diese bisher scheinbar
kaum genutzt. Wie könnten Eltern gezielter auf diese Instrumente aufmerksam gemacht
werden?

Die ISPA ist der Meinung, dass dieser Herausforderung mit der Förderung der
Medienkompetenz der Erziehungsberechtigten begegnet werden muss, wodurch die
Medienkompetenz der Minderjährigen durch geschulte Eltern von frühester Kindheit an
gefördert und ausgebaut wird.
Dazu hat die ISPA einige Broschüren und Informationsmaterialien herausgegeben,
welche die Kindersicherheit der Endgeräte in den Vordergrund stellen, etwa in der
aktuellen Broschüre Sicherheitseinstellungen für Smartphones. Weiters muss auch in
die Ausbildung der Lehrerinnen und Lehrer investiert werden, damit die
Medienkompetenz der zukünftigen Nutzerinnen und Nutzer und der für die Erziehung
Verantwortlichen gestärkt werden. Mit diesem Rüstzeug sind die Nutzerinnen und
Nutzer in der Lage, selbst für sich zu entscheiden, welche Inhalte für sie und deren
Familien geeignet sind.
Die ISPA weist darauf hin, dass ISPs ihren Kunden und Kundinnen, Kindersicherungen
für deren fixe sowie mobile Endgeräte zur Verfügung stellen. Derartige Services
können ohne großen Aufwand implementiert und auf das Alter der Minderjährigen
abgestimmt werden. Dies zeigt, dass ISPs die Belange des Jugendschutzes überaus
ernst nehmen und sich im Rahmen ihrer Corporate Social Responsibilty und
Selbstregulierung dafür einsetzen.

(22) Welche Maßnahmen würden eine wirksame Altersüberprüfung bei Nutzern audiovisueller
Online-Inhalte ermöglichen?

Die ISPA weist darauf hin, dass eine 100% Wirksamkeit einer Altersüberprüfung
aufgrund praktischer Erwägungen nicht möglich ist.
Ferner sprechen datenschutzrechtliche Grundsätze gegen eine Abgleichung von Daten,
die man benötigen würde, um eine halbwegs effektive Altersüberprüfung durchführen
zu können. Die ISPA macht weiters darauf aufmerksam, dass eine Überprüfung des
Alters von Bürgerinnen und Bürgern den zuständigen Behörden obliegt. Weiters weist
die ISPA auf die Möglichkeit von altersgerechten Endgerätefiltern hin.

(23) Sollten durch eine Änderung der AVMD-Richtlinie insbesondere Fragen im Zusammenhang
mit der Bewertung von Inhalten, der Klassifikation von Inhalten sowie mit Tools für die
elterliche Kontrolle für alle Übertragungskanäle geregelt werden?

Die ISPA befürwortet eine grundsätzliche Harmonisierung der Bewertung von
Inhalten. Umzusetzende Maßnahmen sollen allerdings nicht zu einer Belastung von
kleine und mittlere Unternehmen (KMU) führen. Die ISPA weist in diesem
Zusammenhang auf die Tatsache hin, dass eine verpflichtende Bewertung oder
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Klassifikation von Inhalten abgelehnt wird, da dies gegenüber Mitbewerbern aus EUDrittländern, die den Verpflichtungen der AVMD-RL nicht unterliegen, einen
Wettbewerbsnachteil darstellen würde. Die ISPA spricht sich dafür aus, freiwillige
Initiativen und Selbstregulierung, wie sie vielfach, etwa im Bereich der PC- und
Videospiele existieren, in den Vordergrund zu stellen.
Die ISPA weist darauf hin, dass eine wirksame Kontrolle in der Praxis nur durch
medienkompetente Eltern erfolgen kann, welche insbesondere durch Fördermittel und
Maßnahmen gestärkt werden kann. Die ISPA würde eine Aufnahme einer derartigen
Bestimmung in die AVMD-RL begrüßen, lehnt jedoch eine Verpflichtung zur
einheitlichen Regelung von so genannten Tools für die elterliche Kontrolle für alle
Übertragungskanäle als zu unbestimmt ab. Keinesfalls dürfen darunter Filter- und
Sperrinfrastruktur auf Netzebene fallen, da diese Infrastruktur einen überaus
intensiven Eingriff in die Grundrechte der Nutzerinnen und Nutzern darstellt und
überdies mit großem Missbrauchspotential behaftet ist.
Die ISPA gibt darüber hinaus zu bedenken, dass bei der Implementierung von
Inhaltsfiltern auf Ebene des ISPs das Haftungsprivileg, wie es sich aus der ECommerce-RL ergibt, in Frage gestellt werden würde.
Ferner stellt sich für die ISPA die Frage der Haftbarkeit derjenigen , die für die
Führung der Liste verantwortlich sind. „Overblocking“ bzw. eine unzulässige
Einschränkung der Meinungsfreiheit müssten jedenfalls vermieden werden.
Wie eine derartige Sperrliste verteilt werden und welche Verfahren vorgesehen
würden, um Inhalte von der Sperrliste entfernen lassen zu können, sind nur einige der
zahlreichen zu klärenden Fragen.

(24) Sollten Nutzer besser darüber informiert werden, wo und wie Sie sich zu Inhalten äußern
oder sich über sie beschweren können, und sollten Sie besser darüber aufgeklärt werden, wie
sie diese Möglichkeiten am besten nutzen können? Sind die derzeitigen
Beschwerdemechanismen angemessen?

Nach Ansicht der ISPA bietet die momentane Rechtslage ausreichend Handhabe,
rechtwidrigen Inhalten zu begegnen, etwa durch das Strafrecht oder in der ECommerce-RL4.
Die ISPA macht auch auf die Möglichkeit aufmerksam, Inhalte, die in Österreich
strafrechtswidrig sind oder sein könnten, bei der Exekutive anzuzeigen und gibt zu
bedenken, dass ein Ausbau der Cybercrimeabteilungen der Mitgliedstaaten hierbei
förderlich ist. Weiters sollte die internationale Zusammenarbeit in diesem Bereich
ausgebaut werden.

4

Richtlinie 2000/31/EG des Europäischen Parlaments und des Rates vom 8. Juni 2000 über bestimmte
rechtliche Aspekte der Dienste der Informationsgesellschaft, insbesondere des elektronischen
Geschäftsverkehrs, im Binnenmarkt ("Richtlinie über den elektronischen Geschäftsverkehr") ABl L
178/2000, 1.
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Schon im Jahre 1998 hat die ISPA die Stopline.at, eine Meldestelle gegen
nationalsozialistische Inhalte und Kinderpornographie, gegründet. Der überwiegende
Großteil der österreichischen ISPs weist auf die Stopline.at hin, um so einen Beitrag
für ein sicheres und offenes für alle Netz zu leisten.
Nach Meinung der ISPA sind Meldestellen, wie die Stopline.at, Hotlines sowie
Awareness-Center zu fördern und auch durch staatliche Maßnahmen in der
Bevölkerung bekannt zu machen.

(25) Sind die Mittel, mit denen Beschwerden bearbeitet werden (finanzielle, rechtliche oder
andere Mittel), angemessen, um ein adäquates Feedback auf Meldungen über schädliche oder
illegale Inhalte zu gewährleisten, insbesondere wenn Kinder betroffen sind? Welche
Aufgaben/Zuständigkeiten sollten den Behörden, nichtstaatlichen Organisationen und
Anbietern von Produkten und Dienstleistungen übertragen werden, damit sichergestellt ist,
dass Personen, die schädliche oder illegale Inhalte melden oder Beschwerden einreichen, in
ordnungsgemäßer Weise adäquates Feedback erhalten?

Nach Meinung der ISPA sind Programme wie das Safer-Internet und Meldestellen wie
die Stopline.at durch Fördermittel zu stärken und auszubauen. Hierbei muss nach
Meinung der ISPA die Europäische Union sich ihrer Ziele bewusst werden, sich den
Herausforderungen stellen und auch in finanzieller Hinsicht ein gewisses Maß an
Engagement zeigen.
Bei der Bewältigung der Herausforderungen einer vollständig konvergenten
audiovisuellen Medienwelt ist nicht allein auf die Wirksamkeit von Beschwerden zu
achten, sondern es müssen bestehende Strukturen ausgebaut werden. Weiters ist es
nach Ansicht der ISPA unerlässlich, die Ausweitung der Medienkompetenz zu fördern
und auf die Selbstbestimmung der Menschen zu achten.
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Zusammenfassend ersucht die ISPA die Europäische Union zu berücksichtigen, dass
Engagement seitens aller Beteiligten bei der Gewährleistung des Jugendschutzes in
einer vollständig konvergenten audiovisuellen Medienwelt notwendig ist.
Dabei sind nach Meinung der ISPA die Bemühungen in Richtung Meldeeinrichtungen
oder Programmen zur Förderung dieses Zieles weiter auszubauen. Weiters vertritt die
ISPA die Ansicht, dass insbesondere die Medienkompetenz der Eltern und der für die
Erziehung Verantwortlichen zu fördern ist, um diesen Personen in Umgang mit
audiovisuellen Medien ein verbessertes Rüstzeug mitzugeben.
Die ISPA weist darauf hin, dass Filter- und Sperrinfrastruktur keinesfalls eine Lösung
sind, da hiermit lediglich versucht wird, mit technischen Mitteln sozialpolitischen
Herausforderungen zu begegnen. Darüber hinaus haftet Filter- und Sperrinfrastruktur
ein überaus großes Missbrauchspotential an. Die ISPA verweist hier auf die Möglichkeit
der Endgerätefilter, welche von medienkompetenten Erziehungsberechtigten gezielt
eingesetzt werden könne.

Die ISPA ersucht um die Berücksichtigung Ihrer Bedenken und Anregungen bei der
Gestaltung einer konvergenten audiovisuellen Welt. Für Rückfragen oder weitere
Auskünfte stehen wir jederzeit gerne zur Verfügung.
Mit freundlichen Grüßen,
ISPA Internet Service Providers Austria

Dr. Maximilian Schubert,
Generalsekretär

Die ISPA – Internet Service Providers Austria –ist der Dachverband der
österreichischen Internet Service-Anbieter und wurde im Jahr 1997 als eingetragener
Verein gegründet. Ziel des Verbandes ist die Förderung des Internets in Österreich
und die Unterstützung der Anliegen und Interessen von rund 200 Mitgliedern
gegenüber Regierung, Behörden und anderen Institutionen, Verbänden und Gremien.
Die ISPA vertritt Mitglieder aus Bereichen wie Access, Content und Services und
fördert die Kommunikation der Marktteilnehmer untereinander.
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Saint-Denis, le vendredi 29 août 2013

* * * * *

OBSERVATIONS, REPONSES ET PRECONISATIONS
DU SYNDICAT NATIONAL DES RADIOS LIBRES (SNRL - France)
A LA CONSULTATION PUBLIQUE SUR LES PROPOSITIONS DU LIVRE VERT
DE LA COMMISSION EUROPENNE (CE)

* * * * *

« Se préparer à un monde audiovisuel
totalement convergent :
croissance, création et valeurs »

* * * * *
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Préambule :
L’information locale des citoyens, la communication sociale, la diversité musicale et culturelle, le
développement économique territorial et le divertissement local, l’organisation des loisirs et d’une
manière générale tous les échanges constituant la vie en société ne peuvent se passer de médias
territoriaux de l'économie sociale à l'échelle locale et régionale.
En France, seuls les opérateurs de catégorie A, de par la Loi et la réglementation y afférent,
remplissent cette mission. Le paysage radiophonique français rassemble le service public, un
secteur commercial avec des opérateurs commerciaux nationaux ou locaux et un secteur associatif
à but non lucratif, inscrit dans la logique de l'économie sociale. Ce dispositif est un modèle qu’il
convient de préserver, car il garantit le pluralisme, la liberté d’expression, la diffusion de la diversité
intellectuelle, culturelle, musicale. Le Conseil Supérieur de l'Audiovisuel (CSA) est garant d'un
paysage radiophonique présentant un équilibre réel entre ces composantes.
Le Syndicat National des Radios Libres (SNRL), est sur tout le territoire métropolitain et d'outremer, l'organisation professionnelle représentative, des « opérateurs » ou « éditeurs » de catégorie
A selon la classification du Conseil Supérieur de l'Audiovisuel (France). Les radios locales
associatives sont notamment chargées de missions de service public (information locale et
territoriale, santé, sécurité, éducation populaire) et de la promotion de la diversité culturelle sur
leurs zones de compétence territoriale.
La Loi de 1986 « sur la liberté de communication » consacre l'existence d'un secteur de l'économie
sociale de la radiodiffusion, doté d’un nombre significatif de fréquences et d'un système de
financement garanti par la puissance publique, le « Fonds de Soutien à l'Expression
Radiophonique ».
Organisation professionnelle représentative de la radiodiffusion dans l'audiovisuel, le SNRL assure
la promotion et la défense des intérêts des radios associatives, radios locales de proximité, auprès
de nombreuses institutions et instances. Le syndicat propose notamment que la marché des
télécommunications en Europe soit reconnu et régulé en tant que SIEG (Service d'Intérêt
Économique Général), que l'attribution de la ressource hertzienne ne puisse faire l'objet
d'affectation privées confiscatoires, et que les opérateurs de diffusion en situation dominante, ou
privilégiée du fait de l'exploitation historiquement concédée des points hauts, soient soumis au
contrôle de la puissance publique, notamment concernant la structure des prix de leurs
prestations.
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Principales observations :
La position de la Commission Européenne sur la radio doit être clarifiée au regard de la réalité de
l'audiovisuel en Europe, elle est en contradiction avec le droit français.
En droit français, au sein de la loi sur l’audiovisuel 1986-1067, la radio fait partie de l’audiovisuel :
« Les services audiovisuels comprennent les services de communication audiovisuelle : « On
entend par communication audiovisuelle toute communication au public de services de radio ou
de télévision, quelles que soient les modalités de mise à disposition auprès du public ».
La définition de la convergence dans l’introduction du Livre Vert et de la consultation évoque les
services de radiodiffusion traditionnelle. Cela est conforme à la réalité d'une époque où
apparaissent des services non éditorialisés (non éditeurs de contenu, mais agrégateurs de
contenus tier tels que iTune Radio, Google Play,…) et concurrents des éditeurs de radio
« traditionnels », c'est a dire des producteurs de contenus.
Cependant, le corpus du Livre Vert porte sur des services audiovisuels, tels que définis dans la
directive 2010/13/UE. Or cette directive exclue la radio. La commission doit impérativement
clarifier sa position vis-à-vis du média radio et des enjeux de la convergence le concernant.
En effet, il paraît étonnant qu’un service de communication au public, média à part entière et
utilisé plus de deux heures par jour en moyenne par 87 % des européens, acteur majeur du
pluralisme, de la diversité culturelle et de la liberté d'expression selon tous les avis du Conseil de
l'Europe, ait complètement disparu des textes législatifs depuis le projet de directive de 1986 sur la
radiodiffusion qui devint la directive « TVSF » en 1989, ancêtre de la directive SMAD en 2007
(http://ec.europa.eu/avpolicy/reg/history/historytvwf/index_fr.htm).
Nul ne connait le modèle économique envisagé par la Commission Européenne pour
l’audiovisuel.
La convergence entre médias audiovisuels et services internet se concrétisera bien entendu par le
rapprochement logique des modèles économiques des deux mondes.
Le modèle traditionnel de distribution de l’audiovisuel par le canal hertzien est bien connu : pour
une zone de couverture donnée, les coûts sont fixes, et la marge croit avec le nombre d’auditeurs.
De plus, historiquement, l’accès au spectre audiovisuel est gratuit, ce qui permet d’offrir un
service de base gratuit à l’utilisateur modélisé sur les revenus publicitaires et/ou la participation de
la puissance publique.
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Les services de communication privée, rentables sur internet, sont généralement basés sur deux
modèles, celui des Télécoms et des FAI (Fournisseurs d’Accès à Internet) d'une part, celui des
hébergeurs/agrégateurs d'autre part :
-

-

Un modèle économique d’opérateur télécom : facturation à des clients de services de
communication interactifs. La marge se qualifie en valeur moyenne par client. Leur
rentabilité dépend de la consommation en données et de la capacité de l’opérateur à la
facturer, que ce soit à l’utilisateur ou aux services consommant la bande passante. La
concurrence exacerbée entre opérateurs français depuis 2012 montre les limites du
système.
Un modèle économique d’hébergeur/agrégateur, souvent gratuit, faisant appel au public
pour fournir du contenu et dont la publicité fournit une large partie de la rémunération. Les
coûts sont limités puisque les utilisateurs payent leur accès aux opérateurs télécom et que
leur stratégie de capital-risque leur permet d’investir pour dominer le marché en attendant
la rentabilité. Dans ce modèle, seuls les services les plus utilisés semblent tirer leur épingle
du jeu.

La verticalisation des processus d'agrégation et de diffusion jusqu’aux terminaux donne un
avantage concurrentiel important à certains acteurs de l'internet et des télécoms dans la
prescription et la commercialisation de services et de biens culturels, domaines traditionnels de
l’audiovisuel.
Sur la base de ces principaux exemples de modèles économiques, envisager la convergence de
l’audiovisuel et du monde connecté nécessite de préciser le ou les modèles économiques qui sont
adaptables pour les éditeurs de l'audiovisuel, dont la radio, sans pour autant se résoudre à leur
assimilation sans contrôle par les opérateurs de communication internet, dont le modèle
économique est contradictoire avec les principes de diversité, de pluralisme et de liberté
d'expression.
Or, la Commission Européenne, loin des préoccupations du Conseil de l'Europe, n'a pas encore
modélisé la mutation des éditeurs audiovisuels (dont la radio), en tant que producteur de contenu,
et encore moins en tant que diffuseurs.
L’ouverture à l’international : la Commission cultive le paradoxe
Dans l’introduction du Livre Vert, l’ambition affichée par la Commission Européenne est de
garantir à tous les européens le plus large accès possible à un contenu « européen » diversifié et le
plus grand choix de produits de grande qualité.
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Cette tendance est paradoxale et semble nécessiter une prise de recul. Il est étonnant d’envisager
de garantir un accès plus large à des contenus européens et en même temps défendre « la
neutralité du net », qui tend à permettre l’accès égalitaire à tout contenu, y compris non
européen.
La Commission doit avoir l’ambition de garantir l’accès par tous les européens à tous les contenus
d’information internationaux. Une telle ambition n’est pas contradictoire avec celle de vouloir
développer une industrie culturelle forte, territoriale, nationale ou européenne, basée notamment
sur les aides publiques à la production des contenus et à leur diffusion, ainsi que le prévoit la
Convention pour la Diversité Culturelle de l'Unesco et la Convention Culturelle Européenne.
Il est également incompréhensible que la Commission Européenne n'aborde pas la question des
seuils anti-concentration dans ses études prospectives sur la Convergence des acteurs. Cela est en
contradiction avec l'esprit de nombreuses législations des pays européens et cela n'échappera ni
au Parlement Européen, ni aux législateurs souverains des pays concernés.
La prise en compte des Droits de l’homme par la Commission n'est pas aboutie
Le Livre Vert affirme la défense du pluralisme de l’audiovisuel. Le pluralisme est un moyen pas une
finalité, la finalité est de garantir la démocratie.
Cette hiérarchie est clairement écrite dans le considérant 5 de la Directive 2010/13/EU : « Les
services de médias audiovisuels sont des services autant culturels qu’économiques. L’importance
grandissante qu’ils revêtent pour les sociétés, la démocratie — notamment en garantissant la
liberté d’information, la diversité d’opinions et le pluralisme des médias —, l’éducation et la culture
justifie l’application de règles particulières à ces services. ».
Pour permettre une liberté de pensée et d'expression, pour permettre la démocratie, le pluralisme
des médias d’information doit impérativement être complété par une garantie de respect du plus
stricte anonymat de la consultation de ces médias.
Dans ce but, la convergence, objet du Livre vert, devrait prendre le meilleur de l’audiovisuel
producteur de contenu et le meilleur de l’internet. Or la réflexion ne semble pas avoir été menée
dans ce sens, mais uniquement dans le sens d'une convergence de modèles macro-économiques
basée sur le modèle des oligopoles des télécommunications. Ce n'est pas l'intérêt des milliers
d'entreprises de production de contenu de l'audiovisuel, acteurs territoriaux et nationaux, dont les
radios, des dizaines de milliers de salariés concernés, et des millions d'auditeurs attachés à la
garantie de leur liberté de voir et d'écouter, anonymement, les programmes diversifiés qu'ils
souhaitent.
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Réponses aux questions de la consultation :
Question 6 : Une action de l'UE est-elle nécessaire pour remédier au morcellement actuel ou
potentiel du marché et assurer l'interopérabilité à travers les frontières? Est-il nécessaire
d'élaborer de nouvelles normes ou d'actualiser celles en vigueur sur le marché?
Les grands succès technologiques européens (téléphonie 2G, radiodiffusion DVB) sont basés sur
l’usage d’une norme européenne unique. Dans cet esprit, HbbTV semble la spécification existante la
plus pertinente à ce stade : la Commission doit promouvoir, avec HbbTV, l'utilisation des
technologies ouvertes telles qu'HTML, et JavaScript, qui permettront aux éditeurs locaux,
notamment ceux de l'économie sociale, de développer eux-mêmes, sans redevance propriétaire, les
services et les application de leur choix correspondant à leur modèle économique et leur cahier des
charges.
Question 7 : Dans quelle mesure les différences entre les plateformes fournissant du contenu
(par exemple radiodiffusion hertzienne et par satellite, haut débit filaire y compris par câble,
haut débit mobile) sont-elles pertinentes relativement à l'usage qu'en font les consommateurs
et aux obligations de service public?
Sur la base de la volonté de la Commission de pousser le projet de « Digital Agenda » offrant
100Mbps et plus aux européens, il est certain que la question de la répartition historique du
spectre se pose.
Il existe cependant un avantage majeur à la radiodiffusion hertzienne traditionnelle et à son
modèle économique propre : elle permet à tous les utilisateurs un accès gratuit au service,
moyennant le visionnage ou l’écoute de publicité, ou sur la base d'un financement public en
contrepartie de mission de service au public et/ou d'intérêt général.
Plus généralement, l’étude « unplugged » d’Havas Média a montré en 2012 qu’il existe et
continuera d’exister une partie non négligeable et non résorbable d’exclus du monde connecté, et
qu'il s'agit soit d'une exclusion involontaire mais pérenne, soit d'un choix réfléchi, y compris chez
les jeunes générations. Ce socle d'environ 20 % de la population utilise les média au travers de la
presse, de la radio et de la télévision. Il semble donc impératif de prendre en compte cet état de
fait avant d’affirmer une convergence totale des modèles.
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Question 11 : Est-il nécessaire d'adapter la définition de fournisseurs de SMA, et/ou le champ
d'application de la directive SMA, afin de soumettre à certaines ou à toutes les obligations de
ladite directive ceux qui en sont actuellement dispensés, ou y a-t-il d'autres moyens de
préserver les valeurs? Dans quels domaines la priorité pourrait elle être accordée à
l'autorégulation ou la corégulation?
Cette question 11 ne peut être dissociée de la question 7 car elle suppose arbitrairement que le
monde connecté est un impératif absolu et que les services audiovisuels doivent s’y conformer.
La responsabilité éditoriale des éditeurs audiovisuels a un coût en soi. Mais souvent, si ce n’est
toujours, s’ajoute le respect d’engagements complémentaires vis-à-vis du régulateur comme le
pluralisme de l’information, la protection des mineurs, l'accessibilité pour les handicapés… pour
avoir accès au domaine hertzien audiovisuel. La prise en compte de l’ensemble de ces composantes
et de leur conséquences sur les modèles économiques de l’audiovisuel actuel semble le périmètre
pertinent pour l’analyse de la concurrence entre SMA linéaires ou non et les services sans
responsabilité éditoriale. La présence des paragraphes 3.4 et 3.5 de cette consultation sur la
protection des mineurs et l’accessibilité pour les handicapés montre bien que le problème de
convergence sur ces points ne vient pas de l’audiovisuel (régie par le principe du pays d’origine)
mais des services transnationaux sans responsabilité éditoriale.

Éléments conclusifs à la réponse du Syndicat National des Radios Libres
La Commission Européenne a pris la responsabilité d'engager un large débat public sur un sujet
fondamental. C'est la preuve que l'Europe peut trouver le chemin d'un vrai débat sur la diversité
des contenus, des éditeurs et des producteurs, sur la concentration des médias, des diffusuers, et
la place des Télécoms dans l'évolution régulée des marchés. Elle doit en être remerciée, et doit
renforcer les capacités d'interlocution entre l'Union Européenne et le Conseil de l'Europe dans le
but d'élargir ce débat concernant toutes les nations d'Europe.
Il ne faut pas que la Commission néglige de prendre en compte les valeurs européennes
démocratiques et sociales, qui peuvent présenter des opportunités d’innovation pour les acteurs
privés européens, et parmi eux les radios locales, dont celles de l'économie sociale.
L’avance dont disposent les acteurs nord-américains et est-asiatiques sur le marché des
technologies de l’Information est important. Ils ne doivent pas imposer leurs filières et leurs
valeurs. La préservation des valeurs de soutien au pluralisme, à la diversité, à la liberté
d'expression, la gratuité et l'anonymat de l'accès doit guider les décisions normatives, industrielles
et politiques de l'Union Européenne et du Conseil de l'Europe. C'est pourquoi le SNRL souhaite
que la Commission définisse un cadre de transition vers la Convergence adapté aux valeurs
communes de l'Europe, à celles des éditeurs de contenu, dans le respect des droits des auditeurs.

